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The interface between water and an organic liquid is present in a variety of
biological, environmental, and chemical processes throughout science and nature. Issues
such as environmental remediation and ion transport are governed by the properties of
these interfaces, thus the importance of understanding them at the molecular level is
apparent. The research in this dissertation shows how the structure and bonding of the
liquid-liquid interface changes as the interfacial environment is altered. Vibrational sum-
frequency spectroscopy (VSFS), a surface specific, non-linear optical technique, is
employed for these interfacial studies. The interfacial OH stretching modes are examined
using VSFS under different conditions including organic liquids of varying polarity, as
well as addition of acid, base, and salts to the aqueous phase. The effects of these
different conditions on the water molecules' interactions both with each other and with
vthe non-aqueous liquid are studied in order to better characterize and understand this
important system.
The effect of polarity of the non-aqueous phase is presented first through
investigations of different mixed halocarbon liquid-water interfaces and the neat
chloroform-water interface. These studies show that as the overall polarity of the organic
phase increases, the water molecules exhibit less overall orientation and undergo some
weak bonding interactions with the non-aqueous liquid.
Next, the influence of different salts on the water structure at the interface is
studied. Examining this system shows that the dissolved ions, specifically the anions, are
present within the interface and significantly alter the orientation and bonding of the
interfacial water molecules. The charge, size, and polarizability of the anions all playa
role in determining how the water orientation is changed within the interface.
Finally, the water-like ions H30+ and OR are examined at the liquid-liquid
interface by changing the pH of the aqueous phase through addition of Hel or NaOH. At
the extremes of the pH scale, the acid and base have ordering or disordering effects,
respectively, on the water structure within the interfacial region.
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Amazing as it may seem, water is the central topic of a vast array of research
efforts ranging from the growing worldwide need for sanitary drinking water, to
technological applications such as electrolysis for hydrogen fuel production, to the pure
curiosity of its inherent liquid form. In a recent essay in Nature, Philip Ball claims, "No
one really understands water. It's embarrassing to admit but the stuff that covers two
thirds of our planet is still a mystery.,,1 While many authors of papers worldwide might
disagree somewhat with that statement, they must admit that the substance has a hold on
people's interests for a variety of reasons and as such generates a plethora of research
results every year, some of which are hotly debated.
These efforts can be traced back quite far in history. Charles Tanford writes in his
book of the accounts given by Pliny the Elder from first century AD in the volumes of
Natural History, regarding the seasonal temporal fluctuations of bodies of water, water
displacement and density of materials, and a phenomenon regarding the use of oil to
smooth the waves ofthe sea.2 Many centuries later one of the United States' founding
fathers, Benjamin Franklin, also took interest in this last point. When traveling from
America to Europe, he noticed that the rough waves of the sea were calmed as the ship he
2was traveling on sailed through them. It was explained to him that the cooks must have
poured their cooking oil overboard resulting in the calmed waters. Franklin resolved to
further investigate this and repeated the experiment several times both at sea and on
ponds while traveling abroad. He described the phenomena and his interpretations
regarding the "mutual repulsion" between the oil and water in letters that were eventually
published in an early scientific journal, Philosophical Transactions.
Though technology has advanced quite far since both Pliny and Franklin, and the
nature of the research has moved from outdoors to a laboratory setting, the interest in the
characteristics of the boundary between water and oil still remains fervent. This is due in
part to the applicability of the water-hydrophobic surface as a model for more complex
systems such as the cell membrane or a large, solvated biomolecule. There is also a
purely fundamental curiosity in understanding the unique properties that occur at the
boundary between two media, especially when one phase is water. These ongoing
interests are the inspiration for the research presented in this dissertation.
Despite the longevity of interest in the nature of the liquid-liquid interface, much
is still not known about the physical and chemical characteristics of this surface that is
buried between two liquid phases. Deeper knowledge of the structure of the interface
requires appropriate experiments that are able to probe only those molecules that
compose the molecularly thin region where the two phases meet and interact without
contributions from the bulk molecules. However, this has proven to be quite difficult
until relatively recently. Advances in laser technology have led to the use of powerful
non-linear spectroscopic methods such as vibrational sum-frequency spectroscopy
(VSFS) for the investigation of interfaces. 3-5 The application of VSFS was soon extended
to such buried interfaces as the organic liquid-water interface.6, 7 The advantage of this
technique over others lies in its inherent surface specificity, which allows for the
determination of the bonding characteristics and orientations of the molecules that exist
in the unique interfacial environment.
The studies presented here focus on the aqueous phase of the organic liquid-water
interface. The hydrogen bonding interactions between water molecules, their overall
orientation, and the bonding-type interactions between water and the organic phase are all
examined under different conditions. Varying the properties of the organic phase, as well
as addition of salts and acid/base allow for the examination of interfacial water in a
variety of environments. The results offer information that can be applied to more
complex systems such as proteins with polar moieties or the ionic or pH conditions
present at the surface of a cell.
The investigations of the organic liquid-water interface used VSFS as the primary
tool. Chapter II summarizes the background of this technique. This includes the
equations for the Fresnel coefficients as well as how spectra are analyzed. The latter is
composed of brief explanations of spectral fitting and computationally generated VSF
spectra. In Chapter III, the laser instrumentation used to carry out the VSFS experiments
is described along with an explanation of how the data was treated once it was acquired.
In order to discuss the essential features present in the acquired VSF spectra, a
solid understanding of the spectral assignments is necessary. This is presented in Chapter
IV by discussing the neat CCl4-water interfacial VSF spectrum and the conclusions
3
4derived both by VSFS experiment and computation taken from research efforts by
previous members of the Richmond laboratory who also investigated the liquid-liquid
interface.
In Chapter V, VI, and VII, the different liquid-liquid interfacial systems
investigations are presented. The effect of the non-aqueous phase polarity on the water
structure is the subject of Chapter V. This is done by systematically changing the organic
polarity using mixtures ofthe non-polar liquid CC14 with other liquids that have varying
degrees of polarity: chloroform, dichloromethane, and 1,2-dichloroethane. Examining
the interfacial spectra of these mixtures adjacent to water shows that overall water
orientation is significantly changed depending on the polarity of the organic phase. The
neat chloroform-water interface is considered in more depth and detail as an example of a
moderately non-polar organic liquid-water interface. The analysis shows that water
molecules still contain a significant degree of orientation within the interface but there
are stronger bonding interactions present between the two liquids than have been seen at
some other interfaces.
Chapter VI presents VSFS experiments on the addition of salts to the aqueous
phase of the CC14-water interface. The spectra show evidence for the presence of ions
within the interfacial region that alter the orientation ofthe water molecules in the
aqueous phase. Comparison of the liquid-liquid spectra with similar previously
investigated air- saltcaq) spectra reveals that the unique organic phase-water interactions
facilitate very different behavior of the ions at the interface.
5The last interfacial system presented is found in Chapter VII. Here, the effect of
pH at the organic liquid-water interface is discussed. The results indicate the presence of
H30+ and OH- ions have very different structuring effects on water than those of simple
salts further characterizing the different properties that govern adsorption and interaction
of different charged species at interfaces.
In the experiments described here, progress is made toward understanding how
the water structure at organic liquid interfaces changes under several different conditions.
This advances the picture of this important interface and its potential applicability to
many hydrophobic-water systems.
CHAPTER II
OVERVIEW OF VIBRATIONAL SUM-FREQUENCY SPECTROSCOPY
Vibrational sum-frequency spectroscopy (VSFS) is a unique optical technique
because it has inherent surface specificity, which allows for investigation ofthose
molecules within the narrow region ofthe boundary between two different phases. This
chapter presents the background behind this extremely useful tool for studying surfaces
and interfaces. The discussion includes the interaction between light and matter; the non-
linear response of the molecules in the interface; the relationship between molecular
properties and the response of the interface; and analysis of VSF spectra. The latter
includes brief discussions of spectral fitting and use of computational VSFS determined
by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.
Sum-Frequency Generation
A textbook definition of spectroscopy is the "study of the interaction between
light and matter that encompasses a wide range of physical and chemical behavior.") The
properties of the radiation determine how it affects the matter and what type of
information can be learned about the matter. If the electromagnetic radiation amplitude is
6
(2.1)
relatively small, the material response is directly proportional to the amplitude of the
electric field vector of the radiation and the experiments fall in the linear spectroscopy
regime. This response in the media is the polarization. The use of intense light, like that
produced by lasers for example, yields an induced polarization in the material that is no
longer directly proportional to the applied field but instead has a non-linear response.
The total induced polarizationP is shown as an expanded power series in the electric
field, E, in equation 2.1. The proportionality constant is the susceptibility of the material
x·
P= (p(O) + p(l) + p(2) + p(3) + ...)
P= coX(l)E + cOX(2)EE + cOX(3)EEE + ...
The first order polarization and the linear susceptibility, p(l) and X(l), govern those
processes such as reflection and refraction. The second order polarization p(2) becomes
significant under intense electric fields. The VSFS experiments in this dissertation lie
within this spectroscopic regime and are concerned with the corresponding non-linear
susceptibility X(2)?-8 As shown in equation 2.1, p(2) is induced in a material by two
electric fields E(OI and E(02' These fields can be the same frequency (CD1 = CD2), which
results in radiation produced at twice the frequency of CD 1 (or CD2) called second harmonic
generation. If the two electric fields are of different frequencies (CD 1 ¢ CD2), radiation can
be produced at either the sum or difference of these two frequencies.
The non-linear susceptibility term X~) is a third rank tensor and has a maximum
of27 different elements (Xxxx, Xxxy, Xxxz... ). However, the number of unique contributing
7
8(non-zero) elements is less due to symmetry constraints. In a centrosymmetric
environment, such as bulk media, the value of any two inverse elements must be
identical, i.e. x~i) = x~~~ j-k = - xW· The only condition for this to always hold true is
when X(2) = 0 for all elements. The result is that any process related to X(2), second
harmonic generation (SHG), sum-frequency generation (SFG), or difference frequency
generation(DFG), is forbidden in any centrosymmetric medium, which is the case for
most bulk media. The boundary between any two bulk phases is inherently non-
centrosymmetric and, therefore, a non-zero value of X(2) can occur there. VSFS (and
SHG) exploits this property in order to study interfacial systems. The probe depth of
VSFS experiments is thus limited that region where molecules contain an anisotropic
orientation. When considering a liquid interface, such as those studied in this
dissertation, the surface contains C" symmetry. Under this symmetry condition and by
the same argument made above, the elements of X(2) that can contribute to SFG are
(2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) d (2) W' h' th· .c' 1 1 h dxxxz = Xyyz' Xxzx = Xyzy' Xzxx = Xzyy' an Xzzz · It m e mterlaCIa pane, t e x an y
axes are interchangeable, which further reduces the number of unique elements to four.
In the VSFS experiments presented here, a laser beam with a fixed visible
frequency is overlapped both spatially and temporally with a tunable infrared (IR) beam
at the liquid-liquid interface. A resulting beam at the sum ofthese two frequencies, CDSF =
OJvis + CDIR, is then generated. The intensity 1m of the VSFS light generated at theSF
interface is given by
(2.2)
showing that it is proportional to the squared second order polarization and thus to the
square of the effective non-linear susceptibility. 1w and 1w . are the respective intensitiesIR VI,f
of the incoming tunable IR beam and visible beam. X(2) is composed of a non-resonant
term, X~), and a resonant susceptibility term, X~2). X~) is observed to be zero for the
current experiments.
The effective non-linear susceptibility is related to the actual susceptibility by the
Fresnel coefficients and unit polarization vectors.9
9
(2.3)
The Fresnel factors determine the extent that a beam is reflected or transmitted at an
interface. They are given by the following equations.
2n: cose:,L (w) - ' i
zz i-a eb b ea
nw . cos w. + nw . cos wI I , I
(2.4a)
(2.4b)
(2.4c)
The angles of incidence (Ef) and transmission ({}), and the bulk refractive indices ofthe
two media (nG and nb) at wavelength Wi are used in these equations. Snell's Law
determines the incident and transmitted angles, n:' sine:, =n: sine:. Figure 2.1 shows
I I 1 I
the reflection geometry used in the liquid-liquid experiments. All spectra shown in this
dissertation were taken in the ssp (s = SF s polarized, s = vis s polarized, p = IR P
10
Figure 2.1 A Schematic of the experimental interface between two media with indices of refraction na
and nb. The incident angles (8 into medium a) for the visible and IR beams and reflected SF angle are
shown.
polarized) polarization scheme, which probes the X;~; component of the tensor. This
combination of input and output beams probes those vibrational modes that have a
component of their transition dipole perpendicular to the interfacial plane. The equation
for x~i then becomes
(2.5)
The angle of the reflected sum-frequency beam is determined by the phase matching
equation.
a a
. ea _wvis nvis . ea wIR nIR • ea
SIn SF - a SIn vis +-- -a- SIll IR
W SF nSF W SF nSF
In order to achieve the maximum intensity possible from the buried liquid-liquid
interface, a total internal reflection (TIR) beam geometry was employed. JO
(2.6)
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The non-linear susceptibility term X~2) is a macroscopic value related to the
microscopic property, the molecular hyperpolarizability {3, by the following equation.
(2.7)
The angular brackets denote an ensemble average over all possible molecular orientations
and N is the number density. Equation 2.7 shows that the VSF spectral response is
directly proportional to the number of molecules contributing to SFG in addition to how
oriented the molecules within the interface are. It should be noted that it is often difficult
to distinguish between these two contributions when analyzing VSF spectral trends. The
transition from the molecular frame (~) to the lab frame (X(2») requires a transformation
via an Euler angle rotation for each element of the hyperpolarizability given by equation
2.8 where the lab frame coordinates x, y, z are represented by I, J, K and molecular frame
coordinates are 1, m, n.
XllK,v =~!lIJK:lmn • f3lmn,v
lmn
Once this transformation has occurred and the orientational average is taken, an
(2.8)
expression for the resonant macroscopic susceptibility can be obtained. This is given in
equation 2.9.
(2.9)
In this expression, N is the number density, MJj is the Raman transition probability, AK is
the IR transition moment, and Tv is the inherent linewidth in the transition. As the IR is
tuned over a range of frequencies and (J)IR approaches a resonance, (J)u, there is an increase
in VSFS intensity producing a vibrational spectrum of interfacial molecules.
Interpreting VSF Spectra
Generally the non-linear susceptibility terms are complex quantities that have
both phases and amplitude, which give rise to VSFS intensity that, as shown in equation
2.10, is the square ofthe sum of the terms.
12
2
I
WSF
IX Ip(2J12 IX ~AR,eit/>, IvJIR
v
(2.10)
Thus, the resulting spectrum can have either constructive or destructive interferences
between contributions from different interfacial modes. This can result in distortions to
the spectral appearance and renders interpretation of the spectra challenging. The
equation, as written, is similar to 2.2 but written this way to show that the resonant
second order susceptibility has an associated amplitude AR, that is defined by the response
ofthe medium.
The VSF spectra can be fit to an expression for IX(2JI2in order deconvolve the
resonant modes from each other. The expression used by our laboratory was originally
13
developed by Bain and coworkers6 and later implemented into the Igor Pro software by
Dr. Fred Moore. 11 It is given by equation 2.11.
(2.11)
The fit assigns a Lorentzian and a Gaussian width, a center frequency, an amplitude, and
a phase to each resonant mode to account for the homogeneous broadening (Lorentzian
lineshape) and inhomogeneous broadening (Gaussian lineshape) that results from the
complex molecular environment found at the liquid-liquid interface. A non-resonant
mode can also be assigned but, again, is not detected for liquid-liquid VSF spectra.
One of the first apparent challenges is how to determine the number of peaks to
use when fitting a spectrum or series of spectra because a greater number of peaks
corresponds, in general, to a better fit to the data but also is less justifiable in terms of
assigning meaning to the vibrational mode. This is particularly true in the case ofthe
spectra presented in this dissertation because of the broad nature of several spectral
features representing a very diverse water hydrogen bonding environment. It is not
entirely correct to think of these modes as originating from one particular water species
but really to a continuum of different bonding geometries and strengths. If spectra are fit
to three different resonant modes, for example, the result is 3 peaks x 5 parameters = 15
different variables. With so many parameters and several peaks present, ways to
minimize arbitrary assignments are necessary. Isotopic dilution experiments have been
performed, both for the CC14-water and the air-water interfaces, to aid in deconvolution
of the OH interfacial spectrum. 12, 13 Using mixtures of H20 and D20 removes
14
intermolecular coupling between the two OH oscillators by forming HOD thereby greatly
simplifying the complex spectrum of the OH region. Additionally by varying the ratio of
HOD, H20, and D20 there are several spectra that can be iteratively fit using a global
fitting analysis that constrains many of the above parameters for each spectrum, thereby
giving a more rigorous analytical fit to the data. This method was applied to the
chloroform-d-water interface spectrum that is discussed in Chapter V.
Recently our research group has also begun to analyze VSF spectra with
computational methods. The work by Dr. Dave Walker14 focused on applying the
methods originally developed by Morita and Hynesl5, 16 to generate computational spectra
via molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. With the increased efficiency of computer
processor speeds and the availability of modeling packages, these methods are more
easily applied to increasingly complex interfacial systems. In this method, the molecular
coordinates and forces acting on each atom are recorded at periodic intervals during the
simulation. The coordinate information is used to project molecular hyperpolarizability
tensor elements into the lab frame, providing the amplitude of the VSFS response. The
force information is also used to determine the frequency of the stretching modes.
Together, this information gives a calculated VSF spectrum that is directly comparable
with experimental results, especially when Fresnel coefficients can be calculated. This
provides a way to check the validity of the calculations as well. The calculated spectra
can then be deconvolved into the detailed contributions from differently bonded water
species with molecular resolution.
15
The combination of both experimental and computational approaches to spectral
analysis has proven very powerful in furthering the understanding of the water species
and environments at aqueous interfaces. Specific assignments and conclusions from
these methods as applied to the neat CC14-water interface are the focus of Chapter IV.
CHAPTER III
EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
This chapter describes the apparatus and procedures used to acquire vibrational
sum-frequency spectra of the liquid-liquid interface. First, a general description of
experimental sum-frequency generation is provided. Next, the two different laser
systems used in the non-linear optical experiments are described, including the generation
of both visible and infrared pulses from picosecond and nanosecond lasers, the sample
cell apparatus, and detection instrumentation. This is followed by a section that discusses
the treatment of spectra once they are acquired, including normalization processes.
Sum-Frequency Generation
As described in Chapter II, Shen and coworkers pioneered the experimental
exploitation of sum-frequency generation (SFG) almost two decades ago. 1,2 Since then
there have been many advances in laser and optical technology such as the ability to
generate infrared pulses at longer wavelengths and ultrafast broadband SFG techniques.3-
6 These advances have brought many opportunities to investigate new interfacial systems
using VSFS such as analysis of different functional groups or dynamical information
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regarding adsorption processes.7, 8 One outcome of these advances is that new
instrumentation becomes more readily available. This is the reason that two different
laser systems were used to carry out the VSFS experiments presented in this dissertation.
Details of the first laser system used to obtain some of the spectra presented in Chapter V
are described in the next section: The Nanosecond Laser System. This system was built
by Dr. Larry Scatena, a former member of the Richmond laboratory and the present
Shared Laser Facility Director at the University of Oregon. Details of this system have
been published previously9 so they will only be briefly summarized in the following
section.
With the use of VSFS on the rise, some companies have begun to offer entire SFG
systems for sale. These have some advantages over homebuilt systems. One advantage
is that one company maintains all the system components, from pump laser to data
acquisition software, which makes troubleshooting easier. Another advantage is that the
entire apparatus is installed and ready to take data within a shorter period oftime than it
would take to build a system oneself. One company, Ekspla from Vilnius, Lithuania, has
been selling such systems worldwide for several years to date. A commercially available
system purchased from Ekspla was used for the majority of the experiments (part of
Chapter V, all of Chapters VI and VII) described in this dissertation. It will be described
in more detail in the third section, The Picosecond Laser System with particular note to
modifications made to the commercial system. This laser system was installed by Dr.
Irmantas Mikulskas of Ekspla and Lucian Hand of Altos Photonics Inc. and was
maintained by Daniel Beaman and myself.
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The Nanosecond Laser System
The system consists of a diode seeded Nd:YAG pump laser (Coherent Infinity-
100) with 1064 nm output, 3.5 ns pulse width, and a 20 Hz repetition rate. The laser
produces 500 mJ pulses. These are split with one portion being frequency doubled to
make light at 532 nm that is sent to the interface for use in experiments. This is done
using a beta-BaB204 (BBO) crystal that is temperature regulated to maintain constant
energy output. The remainder of the 1064 nm beam is used for the infrared (IR) beam
generation. It is again split into two portions, one of which is frequency doubled to
generate 532 nm light using a potassium titanyl phosphate (KTP) crystal. This visible
light is directed into the double pass optical parametric oscillator (DPOPO), which
consists of two KTP crystals and high reflective cavity mirrors to allow two passes of the
532 nm pulses but partial output of the resulting signal (740 - 840 nm) and idler (1450-
1850 nm) light. The crystals are counter-tuned to generate the range of wavelengths
listed with minimal spatial beam walk-off. The idler beam's polarization is rotated and
then sent collinearly into the potassium titanyl arsenate (KTA) crystals of the optical
parametric amplifier (OPA) with the remaining portion of the 1064 nm light. Here the IR
beam for use in the VSFS experiments is generated (2500 - 4000 nm) through difference
frequency generation (DFG) in the angle tuned KTA crystals. The resulting resolution of
the pulses is ~2cm-l.
Both the 532 nm and IR beams are focused, collimated, and polarizations selected
before being propagated to the interface. The pulse energies measured prior to the
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interface are 2 mJ and ~1.2 mJ for the 532 nm visible and IR light (3200 cm-1)
respectively. A photomultiplier tube detects the generated signal. In order to detect only
SFG light, a combination of blue glass, holographic notch, long and short wave pass
filters are used. A polarizing beam cube is used to select for the SFG beam polarization.
A small portion of the IR beam that is split off and collected concurrent with a VSFS
scan is used to normalize some of the spectra presented in Chapter V, accounting for
fluctuations in IR energies throughout the wavelength region studied.
The Picosecond Laser System
The system is a commercially available system purchased from Ekspla (Vilnius,
Lithuania), the main components of which are shown in Figure 3.1. It is pumped by a
Nd:YAG laser (model PL2143A), which has pulses ~30ps in width, a10Hz repetition
rate, and up to ~600 f,lJ peak energy. This is accomplished first using a master oscillator
comprised of a flash lamp pumped Nd:YAG rod within a cavity of both a convex and
concave mirror. Active and passive mode locking through use of a Pockel's cell with a
polarizer and a solid state modulator allow for high stability both in energy and time. By
introducing dynamic and fixed energy losses so that the pulse energy remains at ~10 f,lJ
within the master oscillator cavity for ~200 roundtrips, stable bandwidth-limited pulses
are generated. An intra-cavity regenerative amplifier produces high pulse energies
without damage to the solid state modulator. Pulses are directed into the regenerative
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amplifier via another Pockel's cell and polarizer where they undergo a set number of
oscillations to achieve peak power before they are dumped into the power amplifier.
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Figure 3.1 A schematic of the optical setup used for the VSFS experiments
After being spatially filtered by a lens and pinhole, the beam makes a double pass
through a second Nd: YAG rod that is pumped by two flash lamps. From the power
amplifier stage, the pulse is shaped by a series of lenses and a portion of the 1064 nm
fundamental output is sent through a heated potassium dideuterium phosphate (K*DP)
crystal where it is frequency doubled to generate 532 nm light. Prior to this, the beam is
rotated by a half-wave plate (HWP) to achieve the maximum frequency conversion
possible within the crystal. A dichroic mirror that, along with a beamsplitter, divides the
532 nm beam into two portions filters any 1064 nm that also propagates through along
with the 532 nm light.
One portion of this 532 run light is used as the visible portion (COvis) to generate
the VSFS signal. After the pulses leave the box housing the pump laser optics, the beam
polarization is selected using a combination of half-wave plates and a Glan prism
polarizer. The beam is then sent through two lenses and a pinhole where it is spatially
filtered and collimated. Next a small portion of the beam is split off and sent to a
photodiode in order to monitor the energy output and stability. The beam is then
propagated a few more feet and sent through a prism mounted on a micrometer stage.
This prism allows for changes in the timing overlap of the visible and IR pulses at the
interface. With pulses around 30 ps, the window of overlap is only around 9mm. After
reflection through the prism, the visible beam is focused down to a few mm in diameter
and then proceeds to the sample area optics.
The remaining 532 run light, in addition to the 1064 run light not frequency
doubled, are used in a series of parametric processes (Ekspla model: PG50 l/DFG2-1 OP)
to generate the tunable IR light. First, the 532 run beam is divided into two lines using a
beamsplitter. Both lines are telescoped to ~5 times smaller than the original diameter.
The portion of 532 run that passes through the beamsplitter (~15%) makes a double pass
through a heated BBO crystal. A dichroic mirror separates the parametric and pumping
532 nm pulses. The parametric beam is telescoped and then sent to a diffraction grating
where the spectral width is narrowed. A series of optics comprised of a filter, lenses, and
pinhole generate a beam with the desired wavelength and breadth that is then directed to
a second heated BBO crystal where it is overlapped with the remaining 85% of the 532
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nm beam. After two passes through the crystal, a dichroic mirror and Glan prism
polarizer separate the signal, and idler beams, respectively.
The l064 run fundamental is first relay imaged by two lenses and an evacuated
tube to ensure a clean beam profile before being sent through a non-linear crystal. After
being filtered, the l064 run beam is sent through a prism delay line so that it can be
overlapped in both time and space with the idler beam (1.064 - 2.3 run) from the OPA in
a AgGaS2 crystal where they mix through the DFG process. This generates IR radiation
for use in the VSFS experiments that is tunable from ~1000 to 4300 em-I. The DFG
crystal, like the other two BBO crystals, is angle tuned to generate a range of frequencies
but the AgGaS2 is tuned perpendicular to the plane of the optical table. With this vertical
movement, the IR beam can move as the frequency is tuned. Therefore a compensator is
employed that counter-tunes with the crystal to avoid beam movement. Residual l064
nm and idler beams are then filtered. After leaving the box that houses the optics, a small
portion of the IR beam is sent to a photodetector using a BaF2 window and the remainder
proceeds to the sample area optical set-up.
The sample area optical scheme is shown in Figure 3.2. After being focused (f=
+700 mm), the 532 run beam travels through a machined hole in a vertical breadboard
where it is reflected three times by different dielectric mirrors (Ml - M3) in order to
propagate the beam towards the sample cell. In the process, the beam polarization is
rotated 90°. The IR beam polarization is also rotated by reflection off two periscoping
gold mirrors mounted on a kinematic mount (P l). The beam is again sent through a
periscope in order to achieve a trajectory towards the interface (P2). Before reaching the
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sample cell, the IR beam is focused by a BaF2 lens (f= +150 mm) mounted on a
micrometer stage. A change in the position of this lens by a few mm so that the focal
length is closer/further from the interface results in an increase/decrease in VSFS
intensity but, for most experiments, the lens was kept ~200 mm from the liquid-liquid
interface to avoid boiling the sample.
vl:rlical
brcaubllard
Figure 3.2 A schematic of the sample area P = periscope, M = mirror, NF = notch filter, EF = edge filter,
L = lens, HWP = half-wave plate, GP = Glan prism, PMT = photomultiplier tube
In both the nanosecond and picosecond laser experimental set-ups, the 532 nm
visible beams is overlapped at the liquid-liquid interface in a total internal reflection
(TIR) geometry to maximize the VSFS signal intensity. 10 Because of limited space
around the sample area, the IR beam is configured so that it will not be physically
blocked by any optics resulting in a much shallower beam angle. For the halocarbon
experiments, the visible and IR beams were overlapped at the liquid-liquid interface at
angles of66.3° and 71 ° from the plane perpendicular to the interface respectively. For
both the salt and pH studies, the angles were chosen so that TIR was maintained for all
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solutions. Beam angles to achieve this geometry were 69.5° and 75° with respect to the
interface normal for the visible and IR beams respectively. Beam energies used are 80 I-lJ
for the visible and ~200-250 I-lJ for the IR beams in the 2800 - 3800 cm-1 range.
In order to separate the reflected visible light from the generated SFG beam, two
RazorEdge filters (Semrock) and one holographic notch filter (Kaiser Optical) are
employed. The remaining VSFS light is focused by an anti-reflective coated BK7 lens (f
= +I00 mm) and the polarization selected by a Glan prism polarizer and half-wave plate,
all part of the Ekspla system. The beam is then sent through a monochromator (model
MS200 I) and detected by a photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu R7899).
Sample Cell and Materials
A similar liquid-liquid sample cell was used in the experiments conducted on both
laser systems. It consists of an IR grade fused silica prism clamped to a Kel-F cylinder
and sealed by a Viton o-ring. The prism is cut at an angle 66° from the vertical plane to
limit the amount of reflected visible radiation when working with typical TIR beam
angles. Some advantages of using an IR grade fused silica prism are that the index of
refraction in the visible wavelength region is very similar to that of CCI4, which is used
as the organic liquid for most of the experiments presented in this dissertation. It is also a
relatively robust material. However, a disadvantage is the limited transparency of light in
the IR wavelength region. This is discussed further below. A watchglass was placed over
the opening of the Kel-F cell in order to keep out debris. The base of the cell is attached
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to a one inch optical post that goes into a post holder screwed into a tilt stage. This
allows the beams to propagate in a straight line without being deviated by slight rotations
in the prism or skewed angle of the cell. A digital level was used to assure that the cell
was not askew.
The spectra of the liquid-liquid interface are especially susceptible to the effects
of contaminants. Therefore these experiments used high purity liquids, salts, acid, and
base. Specific grades and purification techniques will be presented at the beginning of
each of the chapters discussing the work. The H20 used for the aqueous phase in all
experiments came from a Barnstead Nanopure II system (~17.9 - 18 MQ cm). All
measurements presented here were taken at room temperature. The sample cell and all
glassware used in the experiments were soaked in concentrated sulfuric acid containing
NoChromix and then rinsed thoroughly with the Nanopure filtered water before use.
Spectra Collection and Manipulation
All spectra shown in this dissertation were taken in the ssp (s = SF, s = vis, p =
IR) polarization scheme. This probes the yyz element of X(2) and those molecules who
have a component of their transition dipole in the plane perpendicular to the interface.
The following steps were taken during and after VSFS spectral acquisition to ensure the
most accurate data possible. First, as shown in Chapter II, because the VSFS intensity is
dependent on the incoming beam energies, both the IR and visible beams were measured
before each spectrum was taken and adjusted as needed to keep the energies constant.
The photodiodes in the picosecond laser system also aided in assuring there was no drift
in pumping energies. They only report relative count numbers though, so measurement
with an external joule meter was necessary.
Second, multiple spectra were taken of each interface and averaged together on a
given day to obtain greater signal to noise for the spectra. Spectra were also taken over
several days in order to assure reproducibility and average out any slight changes in beam
overlap or focusing that might affect the spectral intensity. When the nanosecond laser
system was employed, a VSF spectrum was normalized by dividing the raw spectrum by
the IR spectrum taken concurrently with it. This accounts for fluctuations in the IR
energy with wavelength. For all other experiments, spectra were normalized to account
for variations in IR energy resulting from the non-linear optical generation processes, the
decreased transparency below ~2900 cm- I , and for the small absorption ofIR energy at
~3600 cm- I by the fused silica prism. Taking spectra of the non-resonant SFG response
of an uncoated gold mirror in place of the aqueous phase but still in contact with the
respective organic liquid and dividing them into the raw spectra accomplished this.
It is important to note that normalizing by dividing the spectra by the IR profile
alone, which is taken concurrently with each spectrum, can generally compensate for
many of the features that affect the overall VSF spectrum such as the IR profile and
absorption of water vapor that occurs in the spectral region around ~3600 cm- I .
However, the small absorption by the prism is not accounted for by this normalization
procedure and, if not taken into account, results in different ratios for the different
spectral modes. This does not significantly affect the overall conclusions drawn from the
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spectra but accounting for any contributing factors that alter the shape of the spectrum
outside the actual vibrational signatures should always be a goal ifpossible. Figure 3.3
shows the IR profiles from both laser systems in the 2800 - 3800 cm- I region along with
the gold-CCl4VSF spectrum in order to show how different ways of normalization could
affect the resulting spectra.
Local field corrections were taken into consideration only for the comparison of
the neat CCl4-water and CDCh-water spectra (Chapter V) taken in the ssp polarization
scheme by calculating the Fresnel factors and unit vectors using a two state model
adapted from a paper by Shen and coworkers. 11 Figure 3.4 shows the resulting
corrections for CCl4-water with the air-water for coefficients comparison. The effect on
the CCl4-water interface spectrum is also shown in Figure 3.4. This was done using
values for the real refractive indices of the fused silica in both the visible and IR l2 In
addition, the calculations assumed real and constant indices of refraction for both the
CCl4 and chloroform liquids (1.4607 and 1.4419 respectively) based on their
transparency through the spectral regions used in the current experiments. B , 14 The real
and imaginary values of the indices of refraction for water in both the visible and IR
energy regions were used. 15 Previous analysis of isotopic dilution spectra at the air/water
interface have shown that the use of Fresnel factors incorporating D20 and HOD indices
of refraction did not significantly change the conclusions so they were not used with
regards to the isotopic dilution experiments. 16 The beam angles used in the calculations
were those cited in the previous section. When the normalized spectra are then divided
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by these corrections, the resulting spectra are Ix(2) 12not Ix~};12which allows for a more
direct comparison between VSF spectra.
These Fresnel factors were not calculated for other interfaces studied in this
dissertation. This is due to the lack of availability of the real and imaginary values of the
indices of refraction, in both the visible and IR, for the different organic liquid mixtures
(Chapter V), aqueous salt solutions (Chapter VI), and aqueous pH solutions (Chapter
VII). While it is more rigorous to compare spectra of !X(2) 12than Ix~};12,it is not
possible at this time without the available data to do the calculations. With advances in
ellipsometry, perhaps this type of information will be more widely available or at least
measureable in the future. In addition, the model used to calculate the Fresnel factors
makes a difference in the overall effect on the spectrum. Because the properties at the
interface are different than in the bulk, using a two state model, i.e. bulk values of the
indices of refraction may also introduce some errors. Nonetheless, analysis of Ix~};12,
especially when comparing spectra taken in similar experimental conditions (beam angles
etc) can provide valuable information regarding the interfacial environment.
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CHAPTER IV
THE NEAT ORGANIC LIQUID-WATER INTERFACE
In order to understand and interpret the VSF spectra presented in the following
chapters, an overview of the general features for the neat CC14-water spectrum is
necessary. The broad nature of the modes exhibited by much of the spectral region
resulting from the condensed phase interface, and the complicated lineshapes resulting
from VSF spectral interferences, make analysis and assignment of spectral features
challenging. The interpretation of the CC14-water spectrum described in this chapter is a
result of a combination of efforts, consisting of isotopic dilution in conjunction with
spectral fitting1,2 as well as MD analyses,3, 4 that provides a detailed picture of the
interface and a reference point for the experiments in the chapters that follow.
Introduction
The neat organic liquid-water interface is an attractive system to study for several
reasons. This interface, comprised of two immiscible liquids, is a good example of water
adjacent to a hydrophobic surface. Further, the interactions between water and
hydrophobic media find application in many research areas such as materials science,
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environmental science, and biochemistry. In recent years a number of new experimental
techniques have emerged that provide increased understanding of the liquid-liquid
interfaces. Such techniques include vibrational sum-frequency spectroscopy (VSFs),2,5-
7 second harmonic generation (SHG),8-11 x_rayI2-17 and neutron reflectivity/8-20 and other
methods.21 ,22 Computational methods have also been shown to provide invaluable
information regarding the interfacial structure.3,4, 23-30
A clear advantage of using VSFS to investigate the organic liquid-water interface·
is that it provides experimental molecular-level insight into the orientation, structure, and
bonding of the interface. In the experiments presented herein, the aqueous phase is the
focus. The spectra are comprised of water OH stretch modes that are highly sensitive, in
both frequency and spectral width, to their local bonding environment. However, this
high sensitivity also has its challenges. Once a VSF spectrum is obtained, analysis and
assignment are made more difficult due to the homogeneous and inhomogeneous
broadening of the peaks in addition to interference effects arising from the nature of the
VSFS response.
One method of mitigating the complexity of the vibrational spectrum of water is
the use of isotopic dilution where spectra of mixtures of H20, HOD, and D20 are
acquired. Looking at primarily HOD at the interface largely removes the inter- and intra-
molecular coupling of water, thereby reducing the number of hydrogen bonded species
that contribute to a spectrum. These simplified spectra can then be fit and assignments
made with more confidence.
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Another method used to understand the complex water vibrational modes is to
generate theoretical spectra whose molecular coordinates and properties are determined
by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations following the technique of Morita and Hynes.31
This method has an inherent check in that if the calculated spectra agree reasonably well
with experiment, the computational models are validated. From these spectra, further
insight is gained regarding hydrogen bonding species, interfacial depth, and orientation.
MD can also provide valuable information regarding the nature of the non-aqueous phase
at the organic liquid-water interface, which is more difficult to probe spectroscopically
and has not been investigated thus far by VSFS.
The following summarizes the general, current understanding of the environment
at the CC14-water interface. The conclusions drawn from experiment and computation
are described together rather than separately, as they are complimentary methods and the
picture is better understood this way. The experimental VSFS, isotopic dilution, and
fitting results were taken from the work of Dr. Larry Scatena2 and the computational
VSFS results corne from the studies by Dr. Dave Walker. 3,4 The investigations into the
non-aqueous phase were done primarily by Dr. Dennis Hore,zs, 29 The spectrum shown
below was acquired using the picosecond laser system and normalization procedures
described in Chapter III. The analysis of the neat CC14-water interfacial spectrum
discussed here will be referred to in Chapters V, VI, and VII in order to compare the
changes in the spectrum due to alteration of the interface.
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The CCl4- Water Interface
The experimental VSF spectrum of the neat CCl4-water interface is shown in
Figure 4.1. The distinct spectral features convey a great deal about the structure and
interactions at the boundary between the two phases. A cartoon of the interfacial picture
formed from the following results is shown in Figure 4.2. To begin, water molecules at
the CCl4-water interface are highly oriented. This is shown in part by the presence of the
sharp, intense spectral feature near 3665 cm- I . It corresponds to one of the energetically
uncoupled DB stretch modes of water molecules that "straddle" the interface. The DB
oscillator from these water molecules, referred to as the "free OB," interacts directly with
the CCl4 phase. This interaction results in the vibrational mode at the high energy side of
the spectrum, at a stretching frequency more similar to those of gas phase water, due to
the lack of other water molecules for the oscillators to bond with. Because these water
molecules are in direct contact with the organic phase, they physically reside in the
topmost interfacial layer closest to the dividing surface.
Additionally, because the free DB is in contact with the non-aqueous phase, its
frequency is a good indicator of the degree of interaction between the two liquid phases
comprising the interface. As depicted in Figure 4.2(a), the straddling water molecules'
free OB modes undergo a certain degree of weak bonding or dipole-type interactions
with the non-aqueous phase molecules. This has been noted not just for the case of
organic liquid-water interfaces but also the air-water and solid phase-water interfaces
studied with VSFS by this group. The greater the frequency value, the less interaction
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exists between the two phases, which is a certain measure of hydrophobicity of the non-
aqueous phase. This will be discussed further in Chapter V with regards to free OR
values for different liquid-liquid interfaces.
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Figure 4.1 VSF spectrum of the CC14-water interface
Due to the geometry of water molecules, the companion OR oscillators on the
straddling water molecules that are not pointing into the organic phase are necessarily
oriented towards the aqueous phase where they can hydrogen bond to other water
molecules. These OR oscillators can act as hydrogen bond donors to other water
molecules slightly deeper within the interfacial region and are thus referred to as the
"donor OR" modes. Again, these straddling water molecules that have weak hydrogen
bonding character are found within the top region of the interface. These interactions are
depicted in Figure 4.2(b). The broad spectral region seen in Figure 4.1 of the CCl4-water
spectrum around 3500 cm- l is attributed mostly to these weakly hydrogen bound
oscillators.
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Figure 4.2 Cartoon of the neat CCl4-water interface showing the general different types of bonding
environments present
The assignment of this spectral region was initially based on isotopic dilution
experiments in conjunction with spectral fitting methods.2 Computational VSF spectra
generated from MD simulations performed by our research group also support the
assignment that the types of water molecules that comprise this spectral region are mainly
weakly bonded species with one OR oscillator donating a hydrogen bond.3 Because the
computational spectra can be further deconvoluted to give even more detail regarding
how each water molecule in the simulation is bonded, results show that the broad peak
centered around 3500 cm-1 is also due to water molecules that both accept hydrogen
bonds through one or both of the lone pairs on the oxygen atoms as well as donate
hydrogen bonds through the hydrogen atoms. This is also shown in Figure 4.2(b). With
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the configuration of the straddling water molecules, the transition dipole moments of
these OH oscillators are mostly in the plane perpendicular to the interface. This allows
them to contribute significantly to the spectra taken in the current ssp polarization
scheme.
Additional computational studies analyzed the VSF spectral intensity as a
function of interfacial depth in order to better understand the physical picture of water at
the interface. Although arguments, such as those given above for the straddling water
molecules, can be made from the experimental spectra with regards to where in the
interface a particular water species resides, these types of additional computational
studies provide confirmation of those conclusions with added molecular detail. The
results for the simulations and calculated VSF spectrum of the CC14-water interface
confirm that the spectral region around 3500 cm- l , from the weakly bound straddling
water molecules, arises from water molecules near the top of the interface.4 All of these
different water moieties, including the single donor OH and the OH donor/acceptor, have
overlapping spectral signatures, thus generating the broad peak seen around 3500 cm- l .
This exemplifies the complexity of these liquid systems, which must be kept in mind
when interpreting the data and attributing peaks not to distinct species but to a collection
of modes.
In addition to the straddling, more weakly bound water molecules, the interfacial
region also houses water molecules with greater hydrogen bonding character. These
water molecules form a network with stronger hydrogen bonds to a greater number of
neighboring water molecules. They are pictured in Figure 4.2(c). Their spectral
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contributions are assigned to the lower frequency region of the spectrum centered at 3200
cm- I . Initial experimental observations led to the conclusion that water molecules
contributing to this spectral region mainly reside deeper in the interfacial region in
comparison to the free OR and donor OR, which have weaker bonding character.2, 6 This
is supported by the recent interfacial depth-sensitive MD simulations.4 The structure of
molecules in the spectral region around 3200 cm- I is referred to as a "tetrahedral"
bonding structure due to similarities with vibrational signatures seen in bulk IR studies of
water-ice that exhibit broad modes also in the same frequency region. Although
simulation results have confirmed that these types of fully coordinated water species
contribute in part to this portion of the spectrum, there is also intensity in this region, as
well as throughout most of the OR stretch region, arising from collections of more and
less coordinated or bonded water molecules as welL 3
From the VSFS experiments and spectral fits ofthe CCl4-water VSF spectrum,
there is also evidence of a very small concentration of "water monomers" in the
interfacial region that exhibit a high degree of orientation. These species are defined as
those water molecules that typically reside on the non-aqueous side of the dividing
surface and have no hydrogen bonding interactions with other water molecules. Figure
4.2(d) shows them pictorially. The peak frequencies are from both the symmetric and
anti-symmetric stretches since they are not energetically uncoupled. They show up at the
high energy side ofthe spectrum where they can spectrally interfere with the other
modes. Their existence has been confirmed by the MD simulations and shows that a
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weak interaction exists between water and CCl4in the interfacial region, which allows for
a small amount of mixing to occur between the two liquids.
The focus of this dissertation research, and other past VSFS studies of organic
liquid-water interfaces, has been on the structure ofthe aqueous phase. This is due
largely to experimental limitations, both in the necessary sample geometries and in
accessing the vibrational frequencies of the organic phase molecular functional groups.
This is another area that MD simulations can provide useful information. In one study, it
has been shown that the structure of CCl4 at the interface is affected by the overall water
orientation?8 In this study, the CCl4 phase was observed to have a layered structure
consisting of corner and face orientations directed towards the bulk water phase. It is
thought that this structuring occurs in response to the out-of-plane field created by the
highly oriented water molecules at the interface. In the pioneering MD work of the CCl4-
water interface, done by Chang and Dang in 1996, results also showed both the water and
CC14 molecules have significant structural ordering at the interface that was very different
than in the bulk.25 As a result of the orientation of interfacial water molecules, the CC4
molecules have a larger induced dipole. The authors of both studies hypothesized that
these interactions might have implications for charge accumulation at the interface. This
will be discussed further in Chapters VI and VII.
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Conclusions
With advances in both experimental2, 11, 16 and computational techniques,3, 4, 24, 28,
29,31 an overall picture of the CCl4-water interface is emerging that incorporates the
interplay between both liquids and the complex bonding environment of the water phase.
Those water molecules that straddle the interface undergo very weak interactions with the
non-aqueous phase resulting in a free OR spectral peak at ~3665 em-I. They also have
weak bonding interactions with other water molecules through several bonding
geometries resulting in a broad spectral region centered at 3500 em-I. Water molecules
with stronger bonds to a higher number of other waters are responsible for the VSF
intensity found in the lowest frequency spectral region, below 3400 em-I. The properties
of the non-aqueous solution are also integrally related to the structure ofthe water
orientation. This picture is a solid foundation to build on for the experiments found in
Chapters V - VII.
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CHAPTER V
HALOCARBON-WATER INTERFACES: EFFECTS OF THE NON-AQUEOUS
PHASE POLARITY ON INTERFACIAL WATER BONDING AND ORIENTATION
This chapter presents vibrational sum-frequency spectroscopy (VSFS) studies of
the bonding and structure of water molecules at different halocarbon-water interfaces.
The OH stretching modes of interfacial water molecules are used to characterize and
compare the interactions between water and the different halocarbons in the organic
phase. First, mixtures of non-polar CC14 with more polar solvents CHCh,
dichloromethane (DCM), and 1,2-dichloroethane (DCE) are used to vary the polarity of
the organic phase. Next, the neat chloroform-water interface is examined in more detail
using spectral fits incorporating isotopic dilution. The spectroscopic results show
differing degrees of interaction between water and the various halocarbon molecules in
the interfacial region as manifested in spectral shifts and intensity changes in the OH
stretching modes.
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Introduction
The organic liquid-water interface is a relatively simple system that can serve as a
model for many more complex hydrophobic-aqueous interactions such as a large,
solvated biomolecule. Many times these interactions are not between water and a
completely hydrophobic or non-polar medium but with one that possesses domains that
are more polar in nature. The studies presented here use VSFS to obtain a more detailed
picture of the effect of the variation of the polarity of the organic liquid on the structure
and bonding of the interfacial water molecules. This chapter builds on the previous work
done in our research group that has examined water adjacent to non-polar liquids such as
CCl4 and n-alkanes. 1, 2 In a more recent study by Walker et aI, there was also work on the
effect of the addition of polar organic solvents to the non-polar CCl4 organic phase.3
The work presented here in first section of the chapter takes the next step by using
mixtures of three organic liquids (CHCb, dichloromethane (DCM), and 1,2-
dichloroethane (DCE)) that have different dipole moments with non-polar CCk This
way the polarity of the organic phase is altered systematically to look at the effects on the
interfacial water structure. The dipole moment values for CHCb and DCM are 1.04 D
and 1.60 D respectively. DCE has a dipole moment of 2.1 D for the gauche
conformation, which has been shown in simulation results have shown that a higher
population at the interface than in bulk DCE.4 Comparison of the vibrational spectra of
interfacial water in these mixture studies with that obtained for CCI4-water, allows deeper
understanding about how the polarity of the organic phase affects the interfacial water
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structure and the interactions between water and halocarbon molecules that are present at
the interface.
The studies presented in the second portion of this chapter delve into one
interface, chloroform-water, in order to achieve a more detailed analysis. This is
motivated both by results of the mixture studies and by computational results that have
provided a great deal of information regarding the liquid-liquid interface.4-7 Our
laboratory has simulated the CC14-water, DCE-water interfaces as well as the neat DCM-
water and chloroform-water interfaces in order to generate computational VSF spectra to
compare to experiment. 8-11 In addition, several MD studies by Hore et al have focused on
elucidating the interfacial behaviors of both the water molecules and the organic
molecules (not accessible in the past VSFS studies) of several halocarbon interfaces
through calculations of the order parameters of these molecules as a function of the
distance from the interface and comparing the different interfacial behaviors. 12-14
The picture emerging from these experimental and computational studies is that
there are clear differences in the water orientation, bonding, and population distribution
depending on the interactions between the two liquids. These interactions are largely
governed by the degree of polarity of the non-aqueous phase resulting in more or less
mixing of the two liquids. When comparing the different halocarbon interfaces, as has
been done in many of the aforementioned computational studies, the chloroform-water
interface is revealed as a unique "intermediate" interface. The simulation results show it
is not as molecularly sharp and the water molecules are not as highly oriented as they are
at the CC14-water interface. Howeve,r the chloroform-water interface is also not as
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diffuse or rough as the interfaces between DCE (which resulted in very low experimental
VSFS intensity) or DCM and water making it an ideal interfacial system to examine
experimentally. The studies presented in the second portion of this chapter use VSFS to
fill the gap in experimental exploration of the aqueous phase of the neat chloroform-
water interface. This is accomplished by analyzing the OB stretch spectral response of
interfacial water molecules through a combination of isotopic dilution and spectral fitting.
The results are then discussed in light of past experimental studies as well as recent MD
simulations that explored the structure of both the water and chloroform molecules
thereby achieving a more complete picture ofthe interfacial environment.
Experimental Considerations
The nanosecond laser system described in Chapter III is used to carry out the
VSFS mixture studies of CCI4+DCM and CCI4+DCE presented here. The
CCl4+chloroform mixtures and the neat chloroform-water interfacial studies used the
picosecond laser system described in Chapter III. Since two different laser systems were
used to acquire data for these experiments, the spectra for the mixture studies were scaled
to give comparable intensity values. In experiments on both systems, the visible and IR
beams were overlapped at the liquid-liquid interfaces at angles of 23.7° and 19°,
respectively, from the horizontal plane used to maximize the VSFS signal by achieving a
total internal reflection (TIR) beam geometry .15
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The spectra for the mixture studies were not corrected for Fresnel coefficients due
to unknown indices of refraction for the mixed organic phases. However because the
neat halocarbon liquids have similar dielectric properties, and thus similar indices of
refraction (for wavelengths known), it is assumed that this will not have a significant
effect on the spectra that would change the overall interpretation discussed below. These
corrections have been made for the spectra of the neat CCl4-water and chloroform
(CDCh)-water interfaces.
The halocarbon liquids used in the experiments were: twice distilled CCl4
(Aldrich 99.9% HPLC grade), twice distilled DCE (Mallinckrodt, AR), and twice
distilled DCM (Aldrich, 99.9% A.C.S. HPLC). The CHCh, used only in the mixture
studies, was also purchased from Aldrich (>99.9% Chromosolv Plus for HPLC with 0.5%
ethanol stabilizer) and was extracted twice with water to remove the ethanol. The ethanol
was shown to be surface active and, if used as is, the spectra exhibited a peak around
3020 em-I. The experiments on the neat chloroform-water interface used chloroform-d
(Aldrich 99.8% d atom). Deuterated chloroform was chosen in place ofCHCh because it
does not have the same strong CH absorption in the spectral region used for the
experiments. Because the CDCh can breakdown upon prolonged light exposure, bottles
were wrapped in foil and refrigerated while not in use. The liquid was allowed to come
to room temperature in the dark before use in the VSFS measurements. The H20 used
for the aqueous phase came from a Barnstead Nanopure II system (~17.9 MQ cm). The
D20 used in the isotopic dilution measurements was purchased from Cambridge Isotope
Laboratories (99.9% d atom). All measurements presented here were taken at room
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temperature. The sample cell and all glassware used in the experiments were soaked in
concentrated sulfuric acid containing NoChromix and then rinsed thoroughly with the
Nanopure filtered water before use.
Results and Discussion: Mixed Halocarbon-Water Interfaces
Figure 5.1 shows the VSF spectra for mixtures ofCHCh, DCM, and DCE with
CC14, all at comparable mole fractions (mf) ofthe added polar halocarbon. One of the
first trends evident from these spectra is a shift of the free OH mode towards lower
frequency. This trend is shown in all three sets of spectra as the concentrations of the
more polar liquids increase. As shown in Chapter IV, the free OH peak frequency for the
neat CC14-water interface is ~3665 em-I. Figure 5.1 shows that at the highest
concentration, DAD mf, of added CHCh the mode has a peak position of ~3650 em-I. At
this same concentration of DCM, the free OH mode now has a frequency of~3642 em-I,
and for DAD mfDCE it is ~3636 em-I. At concentrations of the more polar halocarbons
above DAD mfthe free OH positions of the CHCh and DCM mixtures do not differ
significantly from the values given above. The very low signal intensity of the free OH
response for the DCE mixture prohibits the determination of any subsequent frequency
shift beyond DAD mf. Clearly as the polarity of the organic phase increases the frequency
of free OH shifts to lower and lower energies. These spectral shifts occurring with the
addition of the more polar halocarbon molecules indicate an increased interaction
between water and the adjacent halocarbon molecules. The extent of these shifts
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Figure 5.1 VSF spectra ofCCl4 mixed with different concentrations of more polar halocarbons chloroform
(top) dichloromethane (middle) and 1,2-dichloroethane (bottom) at the interface with water
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correlates with the dipole moments of the added halocarbon. CBCh has the smallest
dipole moment and its mixtures show the smallest frequency shift of the free OB mode.
DCM has a larger dipole moment than CBCh and shows a larger red shift for the same
mode at the same concentration. Finally DCE, which has the largest dipole moment of
the three halocarbons, shows the largest shift of the free OB peak to lower energy. The
fact that spectral features, particularly the free OB peak, are clearly apparent in the initial
additions of CBCh, DCM and DCE demonstrates there is still significant interfacial
water bonding and orientation present.
Because the free OB mode originates from those water molecules that have direct
contact with the non-aqueous phase, its frequency can be used as a measure ofthe extent
of interaction that takes place at the interface. To compare the frequencies of the
halocarbon-water interfaces with those of other liquid interfaces, Table 5.1 shows the free
OB frequencies from VSFS results obtained in other studies by the Richmond group1, 2,16
as well as those taken from the spectra in Figure 5.1. For these systems, the frequencies
of the free OB from liquid-liquid interfaces are found at significantly lower frequencies
compared to that of the air-water interface. Comparing the CCl4 and alkane interfaces,
their respective free OB frequencies show that water molecules at the interface with CCl4
interact to a greater degree than with the alkanes. The free OB peaks of the halocarbon
mixtures in the present study exhibit the largest frequency shifts compared to the air-
water interface. The value obtained for the neat chloroform-water interface shown here is
from fitting the data and will be discussed in the next section. It should be noted that the
frequencies ofthe halocarbon mixture peaks shown in Table 5.1 are not values
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determined by spectral fits of the data. Interferences that occur between the free OH and
companion donor OH modes can alter the apparent peak frequency somewhat.
Nonetheless, the data indicates that for these interfaces the water molecules at the
outermost layer of the interface are participating in increased weak bonding type
interactions with the more polar halocarbon molecules in the non-aqueous phase.
Non-Aqueous Phase Free OH Frequency(cm- I )
Air 3706
Alkanes 3674
CC14 3669
Chloroform + CC14 3650
DCM+CC14 3642
DCE+ CC14 . 3636
Chloroform 3645
Table 5.1 Frequencies for the free OH mode for different hydrophobic phases adjacent to water. Values
for air, alkanes, and CCl4 were taken from References 16, 1,2 respectively.
With the addition of the different polar liquids, there is also an accompanying
decrease in spectral intensity for all three sets of mixtures presented. As shown in Figure
5.1, the free OH, the donor OH, and the tetrahedral region in all three sets of spectra
show loss of intensity as the concentrations of CHCh, DCM, and DCE increase. Like the
dipole dependent trend seen in the frequency shift ofthe free OH, there is also a
qualitative correlation between the amount ofVSFS signal intensity loss seen in the
spectra of the mixtures and the polarity of the added liquid, i.e. when comparing spectra
of similar mixture concentrations the greater the dipole moment of the added liquid, the
greater the loss of intensity. The spectra shown of mixtures ofCC14with the least polar
halocarbon, CHCh, show the least loss in spectral intensity. At the highest concentration
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of CHCh, the three peaks in the spectrum can still be clearly distinguished. In contrast,
at a similar concentration ofDCE, the liquid that has the highest dipole moment, there is
very little intensity in the tetrahedrally bonded and free OH spectral regions and a large
decrease at intermediate frequencies. DCM has a polarity that is between those of CHCh
and DCE. The spectrum with the highest concentration of DCM shows loss of signal
intensity that is greater than that of the CHCh mixture but less than that of the DCE
mixture for the same concentration. There are still contributions from the free OH and
companion donor OH modes but no significant intensity in the tetrahedral region for the
DCM and CC14 mixture. The spectra for concentrations of the more polar halocarbon
mixtures above 0.40 mf reveal that the VSFS intensity continues to decrease for all three
mixtures but does not disappear completely. The VSF spectrum of the neat DCE-water
interface has been shown to have very weak signal that is very broad and largely
featureless. 3
In order to understand what is happening at the molecular level to cause this
decrease in spectral intensity, one must return to the fundamentals ofVSFS. As
explained in the previous chapters, the combination of beam polarizations used in these
experiments probes those vibrational modes that are perpendicular to the interface thus
giving an indication of the orientation ofthe molecules at the interface. VSFS signal is
dependent not only on the number of oscillators at the interface, N, but also on how they
are oriented, <f3>. The overall loss in intensity can then be concluded to be a result of
the increased interfacial halocarbon-water interactions that occur with increased
halocarbon polarity. This increased weak bonding interaction leads to a decrease in
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oriented OR oscillators, particularly the free OR and donor OR modes that dominate the
CCl4-water spectrum. Such a loss in oriented water molecules indicates that this stronger
water-halocarbon interaction leads to more randomly oriented interfacial water
molecules, and likely a more diverse set of hydrogen bonding interactions amongst water
molecules in the aqueous phase. Another result ofthe greater interaction between the
more polar halocarbon molecules and a wider array of water-water interactions is a
reduction in the number of interfacial water molecules that have energetically uncoupled
OR oscillators (i.e. those that have a free and donor OR mode). Consequently the
number of uncoupled and oriented water molecules that straddled the interface and were
responsible for the large portion of spectral intensity for the water-non-polar organic
interface are reduced as the interfacial water molecules adopt a broader distribution of
angles and bonding interactions with the adjacent molecules. The trends observed in the
intensity and spectral shifts for the three added halocarbons of increasing polarity are
consistent with these conclusions.
The conclusions discussed above are supported by MD simulations done in our
laboratory that calculate VSF spectra of the CCI4-water, (CCI4+DCE)-water, and DCE-
water interface. The results of these studies show that there are stronger interactions
between water and DCE molecules than are present between water and CC14.8 A shift of
the free OR to lower frequency is also seen for the computational spectra when more
DCE is present in the mixed organic phase just as is described above. In addition to these
MD results, several other simulations from different groups also corroborate the picture
formed by the present VSFS studies. Benjamin's simulations show that stronger DCE-
water interactions versus CCl4-water are responsible for longer lifetimes of hydrogen
bonds at the respective interfaces. I? MD simulations by Dang show that the binding
energy for the DCM-water dimer is stronger than that of the CCl4-water interaction.s
Simulation results have also shown that there are an increased number of oriented
but very weakly hydrogen bonded and non-bonded water molecules present in the
organic phase at the more polar halocarbon-water interfaces compared to the CCl4-water
interface.8, II These oriented and weakly bonded species contribute to the VSF spectrum
to reduce the intensity of the free OR and donor OR peaks through destructive
interference, resulting in an overall loss in VSFS intensity for these interfaces. The
penetration of more water molecules into the organic phase supports the picture formed
above of increased interaction of the aqueous phase with the more polar halocarbon
organic phase.
Another set of MD simulations done in this laboratory also supports the above
arguments about the degree of orientation of water molecules at the interface with
different halocarbons. In these studies, the tilt and twist angles of interfacial water
molecules are calculated for the CCI4-water, CRC!)-water, and DCM-water interfaces. 14
Order parameters based on these angles showed the same trend that is described in this
section. Water molecules are most highly ordered at the interface with CCI4, less ordered
at the interface with CRC!), and showed the least ordering at the interface with DCM.
Because of the nature ofVSFS, if the water molecules are becoming less ordered as the
organic phase becomes more polar the resulting intensity should decrease as is observed
in the present studies.
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Understanding how water behaves as a hydrophobic surface takes on increasingly
polar character is necessary to further the use of this interface as an important model for
more complex systems. These VSFS studies have done this by systematically varying the
polarity of the non-aqueous halocarbon phase in order to observe the effect on the
interfacial region and within it, the water structure. The increased polarity of the organic
phase upon addition of the more polar halocarbon to CCl4 results in a stronger interaction
between water and the interfacial organic halocarbons and a reduction in the number and
orientation of the uncoupled OH oscillators that are found to dominate the spectrum for
water adjacent to a non-polar liquid such as CCk
Results and Discussion: The Neat Chloroform-Water Interface
The VSF spectrum of water in the OH stretch region for the chloroform-water
interface is shown in Figure 5.2. The chloroform-water interface is unique in that it
possesses structural and mixing qualities that are intermediate between those of the CCI4-
water and DCE (or DCM)-water interfaces that have been previously studied and
characterized by VSFS. Thus the CCl4-water spectrum is shown in Figure 5.2 for
comparison. Although deuterated chloroform was used in the experiments presented here,
it will be referred to as the chloroform-water interface for simplicity.
Both spectra shown in Figure 5.2 share many similarities but the more interesting
information lies in the differences between the two. Different peak locations as well as
varying peak intensities reveal a great deal about the bonding interactions and structure of
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Figure 5.2 VSF spectra of the chloroform-water (top) and CCl4-water (bottom) interfaces.
the water molecules at these interfaces. However, interference effects that are
characteristic ofVSFS can affect both the intensity and apparent peak frequency. These
effects are taken into account by spectral fitting, beginning with the isotopic dilution
spectra. The spectrum that is primarily HOD (0.46 mfHOD, 0.42 mfD20) is fit first
because much of the intramolecular coupling is removed by the difference in atomic
masses of the hydrogen and deuterium of HOD making it the simplest spectrum to fit.
Spectra attempted at higher concentrations of D20 gave too little signal intensity to be fit
accurately. The spectrum of chloroform-D20 showed no intensity indicating there was
not a non-resonant contribution to the VSFS response. For the isotopic mixture
containing 0.46 mfHOD, shown in Figure 5.3, the aqueous phase is only ~10% H20.
Consequently the majority of spectral intensity should come from the OH of HOD
molecules either interacting with chloroform or other water molecules. This allows the
spectrum to be fit primarily to only two peaks, a free and donor OH peak, with a very
small contribution from the tetrahedrally coordinated water peak. The spectrum and
resulting fit line are shown in the top portion of Figure 5.3. The Lorentzian widths16 and
phase relationships18 ofthe peaks were held to values determined in previous VSFS
experiments. The peaks that comprise the fit are shown in the bottom portion of Figure
5.3. These results determine the peak frequencies that are then used to simultaneously fit
the other H20/D20 mixture spectra and the chloroform-water spectrum using the global
fitting routine that tightly constrains the parameters to be the same or within a similar
range for each spectrum.
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Figure 5.3 VSF spectrum of the chloroform-0.46mfHOD + 0.42mfD20 + O.l2mfH20 interface with best
fit line (top) and the peaks that comprise the fit (bottom)
The spectra of the chloroform-water, chloroform-0.49 mfHOD, and chloroform-
0.46 mfHOD interfaces with their respective fits are shown in Figure 5.4. They are
offset vertically for clarity. As the concentration of H20 increases, the intensities of the
free and donor OH peaks increase. There is also increased contribution to the spectrum
from the tetrahedral peak. This is accounted for in the fits by increases in peak amplitudes
but also in significant broadening (increase in the Gaussian widths) of the peaks,
particularly the donor OH peak known to occur because of the increased number of
various water - water interactions that take place with increased H20 concentration.10, 16
Additionally a sharp dip appears at ~3600 cm- l that was not seen in the highest HOD
concentration spectrum. Initial attempts at fitting the spectra in used only the three peaks
discussed above. However changes to the peak parameters, both physically reasonable
and not, resulted in fits that did not reproduce the sharp dip at ~3600 cm- l . The only way
to account for this spectral feature was to add a fourth peak to the fitting routine. This
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peak is attributed to water species, most likely found on the organic side ofthe interface,
where they can only weakly interact with other water molecules if at all. This new peak
will be discussed in more detail later in this section.
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Figure 5.4 VSF spectra of the interface of chloroform with a) H20 b) 0.20 mfD20 + 0.49 mfHOD c) 0.42
mfD20 + 0.46 mfHOD Dots are the data points and the solid line denotes the best fit to the data.
The spectrum of the chloroform-water interface with the fit line and its composite
peaks are shown in Figure 5.5. A summary of the fitting parameters is found in table A,I
in the Appendix. The broad peak found at the lowest frequency is the tetrahedrally
coordinated water peak centered at 3240 em-I. This frequency is very close to the value
determined for the same peak at the CCl4-water interface in a previous analysis.2 Upon
visual inspection, the intensity for the tetrahedral peaks for both the chloroform-water
and CCl4-water spectra are very similar. This indicates that those water molecules that
are participating in a more highly coordinated hydrogen bonding geometry are in similar
aqueous environments for both halocarbon interfaces. These molecules are also known
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to mainly reside deeper within the aqueous side of the interfacial region9 so it would
make sense that they would not be as affected by the different organic phase
characteristics and thus exhibit similar peak parameters to the CCl4-water interface.
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Figure 5.5 VSF spectrum of a) the chloroform-water interface and b) the composite peaks resulting from
the spectral fit.
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In contrast, the peaks corresponding to the straddling water molecules are quite
different when the results in Figure 5.5 are compared to those for the CC14-water
interfacial spectrum. This is not surprising due to the presence of more polar liquid in the
organic phase, which should most affect those water molecules directly in contact it.
First, the center peak frequency for the free OH mode is found to be 3645 cm- I , very
close to the value of 3649 cm- I for the uncoupled OH oscillator seen for IR spectra of
HOD in CDCh.19 This is a shift to lower frequency of ~25 cm- I when compared to the
free OH frequency of the CC14-water interface? This large shift to lower frequency when
compared to other frequency values obtained in VSFS experiments (Table 5.1) indicates
that there are weak bonding type interactions that are taking place between the water
molecules that are in direct contact with the chloroform molecules. This is explained by
the permanent dipole of chloroform molecules (1.04 D) that was not present in the other
liquids previously studied (CC14 or n-alkanes) and obviously not in the vapor phase. I, 2,16
Additionally if the intensity of the free OH peak for the chloroform-water interface is
compared to that of CC14-water, a decrease is seen. This is most likely due to a change in
orientation adopted by those straddling interfacial water molecules resulting from the
increased interactions of the two liquids. As a result, there are fewer water molecules
that are straddling the interface thus lowering the VSFS intensity.
Because the free OH peak changes position and intensity indicating changes in
bonding properties and orientation of the straddling water molecules, it follows that the
corresponding donor OH oscillators are also affected. The donor OH mode frequency of
those straddling water molecules at the interface with chloroform is at 3530 cm- I . This is
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a shift of ~90 cm- I from the donor OH mode previously determined by isotopic dilution
experiments at the interface with CC14.2 This large frequency shift indicates that the
weak hydrogen bonding environment is very different for the chloroform-water interface
in comparison to the CCl4-water interface resulting, again, from the increased interactions
between the water and more polar chloroform molecules. The shift to higher frequency
of this peak suggests that donor OH oscillators are not participating in as strongly
interacting hydrogen bonds as in the CCl4-water interface and/or there is an increase in
water molecules that undergo a more broken or weaker hydrogen bonding geometry.
These straddling water molecules are now less ordered so that the donor OH oscillators
can no longer participate in hydrogen bonding to the same extent as at the CCl4-water
interface where there so little interaction between the two phases.
These experimental findings are supported by MD studies of the liquid-liquid
interfacial systems. Simulations ofVSF spectral depth profiles show evidence of a
slightly broader interface for chloroform-water compared to CCl4-water due to increased
mixing of the two liquids. I I This study also showed that the calculated free OH
frequency for the chloroform-water interface shifted to lower energy and the donor peak
shifted to higher energy when their values are compared to the calculated frequencies for
the CCl4-water interface further corroborating these experimental results.
In another MD study, closer examination of the structure of the chloroform-water
interface was done by calculating the order parameters for both the chloroform and the
water molecules by MD. 12 The results show that although there is a significant
population of the water molecules in the interfacial region that are still straddling the
interface, there are also many water molecules that adopt an in plane configuration. This
orientation serves to maximize the hydrogen bonding with the chloroform molecules that
are oriented with the CR bond (which is the positive portion ofthe molecule's permanent
dipole) pointed toward the water phase. Because there is no positive portion of the CCl4
molecules due to the zero dipole moment, most likely there are not as many water
molecules that adopt this configuration at the CCl4-water interface resulting in higher
intensity for the free and donor OR peaks in the VSF spectrum. This MD result also
helps explain the higher frequency of the donor OR peak for chloroform-water. With
more water molecules adopting an in plane configuration to hydrogen bond with the
chloroform molecules through the oxygen, the water-water interactions through the donor
OR oscillator are weakened or broken altogether thereby increasing the peak frequency.
The last peak remaining in Figure 5.5 to be discussed is the small and relatively
narrow peak found between the free and donor OR peaks. It is assigned to very weakly
interacting water molecules, most likely found on the organic side of the interface.
Several IR studies of small volumes of water dissolved in chloroform or CDCh show that
the symmetric OR vibrational stretch signature is between 3604 cm-1 and 3607 cm-1
giving support for this spectral assignment.2o-23 In addition, the MD-VSF studies have
also shown intensity in this region due to water molecules solely in contact with the
organic molecules. 11 Fitting efforts for the CCl4-water interface spectrum also showed
evidence for these organic solvated water molecules but their resulting VSFS interference
is to a lesser degree than that seen for the chloroform-water interface.2 This is most
likely due to a higher number of these types of water molecules existing and thus
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contributing to the VSFS intensity in this spectral region. The slightly more polar nature
of chloroform allows for an increase of these types of water molecules that mix into the
organic phase.
Conclusions
This chapter focuses on the effects of the polarity of the organic liquid phase on
the structure and orientation of the interfacial water molecules. Mixtures of non-polar
CCl4 with three polar solvents, CHCb, DCM, and DCE, were used to systematically vary
the polarity of the organic phase at the interface with water providing insight into how the
interactions between the two phases change as the dielectric properties of the non-
aqueous phase become more and more like that of water. The resulting VSFS spectra of
these mixtures showed dipole dependent trends for 1) the frequency shifting of the free
OH mode, which indicates higher degrees of interaction between the two liquids, and 2)
decrease in VSFS intensity resulting from changes in number of orientation of water
molecules as they are increasingly affected by the presence of the organic liquid.
The chloroform-water interface was analyzed in more detail in order to
investigate the structure of water at a more polar organic liquid-water interface. Mixtures
of H20, HOD, and D20 were used to deconvolve the different OH modes that contribute
to the interfacial spectrum by fitting the spectra using tightly constrained values for the
peak parameters. The results showed that the mode corresponding to the tetrahedrally
coordinated water region around 3200 cm-1 is almost identical in frequency and intensity
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to results for the CCl4-water interface. This indicates that those water molecules
participating in the most coordinated hydrogen bonding geometries do not "feel" the
difference in polarity between chloroform and CCI4; both interfacial environments have
very similar orientations and hydrogen bonding interactions for this type of water species.
In contrast the peaks attributed to the donor and free OH modes in the spectrum show
frequency shifts to higher and lower energies respectively, as well as decreases in
intensities for both peaks when compared to the results for CCl4-water indicating that
there is significantly more interaction between those water molecules that are directly in
contact with the chloroform due to the moderately polar nature of the chloroform liquid.
As shown in the mixture studies, this higher polarity also leads to increased mixing
between the two phases resulting in less oriented straddling water molecules as well as
the appearance of a peak around 3600 cm-1 attributed to water molecules that are most
likely on the organic side of the interface and therefore not in contact with many other
water molecules. Several recent MD simulations as well as experimental IR studies
support the interpretation of these conclusions.
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CHAPTER VI
IONS AT THE ORGANIC LIQUID-WATER INTERFACE: EFFECTS OF
CHARGE ON THE STRUCTURE AND BONDING OF WATER
Interest in the nature of water at hydrophobic surfaces and in the emerging picture
of ions at aqueous surfaces provides a unique setting for the studies presented in this
chapter. Vibrational sum-frequency spectroscopy (VSFS) has been used to investigate
the effects of small, inorganic ions on the structure and bonding of water at the CCI4-
water interface. By examining the different OH stretching spectral regions, which are
comprised of collections of modes of water molecules in varied hydrogen bonding
environments and depths within the interface, a molecular picture of the aqueous
environment is formed where ions clearly reside in the interfacial region and affect the
water hydrogen bonding in a manner specific to the ion under study. Additionally,
comparison of the different spectral trends at the organic-water interface in the presence
of ions versus similar studies at the air-water interface provide further insights into the
unique interactions that occur when water is adjacent to a hydrophobic surface resulting
in quite different ion-water interfacial behavior.
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Introduction
Progress in the development of experimental and computational methods
appropriate for investigating surfaces have resulted in a great wealth of studies regarding
ions at interfaces in recent years. 1-3 From these studies, a picture emerges that ions are
present within the interfacial region and, for some ions, have a significant impact on the
structure and bonding of the water molecules within the region.
Studies utilizing simulation methods have provided invaluable information
regarding the organic liquid-water environment with ions present. For example,
pioneering work on the mechanisms of ion transfer at the 1,2-dichloroethane(DCE)-water
interface was done by Benjamin using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations4 in addition
to more recent work on solvation during ion transfer at the nitrobenzene-water interface.5
Recent MD studies by Wick and Dang have examined the distribution of several different
ions at the CC14 and DCE-water interfaces, with comparison to the air-water interfaces.6-s
These studies have provided a great deal of molecular level analysis of the behavior of
ions at liquid-liquid interfaces.
Experimental investigations of ions at liquid-liquid interfaces have not been as
prevalent due to the difficulty of accessing only the thin boundary between the phases
without overwhelming contributions from the bulk. However, there are some key studies
that have been reported recently. Schlossman and co-workers have done work utilizing
both x-ray reflectivity and MD on tetrabutylammonium salts at the nitrobenzene-water
interface that showed common mean field theories such as Gouy-Chapman theory give
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predictions that are not in agreement with experimental measurements.9, 10 This was
attributed to lack of consideration of molecular-scale structure of the liquid solution by
the theory excluding such parameters as ion size and ion-solvent interactions.
Experiments utilizing second harmonic generation (SHG) by Walker and coworkers
examined solvation properties at the cyclohexane-water interface that showed interfacial
polarities have very different characteristics than the bulk. 11 These studies exemplify the
growing understanding that the interfacial environment is unique in comparison to the
bulk, and the interactions that take place there between solvent and solute produce results
that are in contrast to the picture formed many years ago that charged species are repelled
from the interfacial region.
Because the interactions that take place between ions and water play such a large
role in determining how these charged species will behave at the interface, which will
ultimately govern their role in other processes like ion transport at membranes, a firm
understanding of the structure and bonding of the aqueous side of the organic-water
interface is of great impC?rtance. This chapter focuses on how interfacial water molecules
at the CCl4-water interface are affected by the presence of different ions. The use of
surface specific vibrational sum-frequency spectroscopy (VSFS) allows studies of only
the interfacial region in order to better understand the behavior of ions within this unique
environment.
Experimental Considerations
The experiments presented here used the picosecond laser system described in
Chapter III. Beam energies used in the current experiments are 80 [lJ and ~200-250 [lJ
for the visible and IR beams respectively. Beam angles were chosen to maintain a TIR
geometry of the visible beam for all concentrations of all the salts used in the aqueous
solution: 69.5° and 75° from the interface normal for the visible and IR beams
respectively. Multiple spectra of each interface were taken and averaged to achieve an
acceptable signal to noise level. Spectra of the same salt concentrations were taken on
multiple days to assure reproducibility. A neat CCl4-water spectrum was taken at the
beginning and end of each day that salt solution data was collected in order to estimate
fluctuations in intensity from day to day, as well as assure no contamination effects.
Because the use of bulk molar concentrations of salts in the present experiments
can alter the pH of the solution, there is also a question any potential effects of pH on the
structure of the water molecules. Therefore the pHs of equivalent concentration solutions
were measured and, for some of the salts, there were a slight increases or decreases in pH
observed. However, as shown in Chapter VII, studies focused specifically on the effects
of acid and base on the water at an organic-liquid interface do not give results similar to
what is shown in the present experiments. This shows that the anions discussed are
indeed responsible for the effects seen in the OH stretching region of the VSF spectra.
Due to the higher ionic strength of the solutions ofNa2S04 in comparison to the
other salts studied, the effect of ionic strength on the spectra was explored by holding it
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constant using excess NaCl. As was seen in similar studies at air-water,12 the effect of
ionic strength was not apparent due to the anion present in highest concentration (either
cr or SOl-) dominating the spectral appearance. Said another way, the spectra ofNaCl
in higher concentration looked similar to the CC14-NaCl(aq) spectra and the spectra with
Na2S04 in higher concentration looked like the CC14-Na2S04(aq). Ionic strength appears
to not affect the structure of the interfacial water molecules. This further emphasizes that
the differences in the resulting spectra are due to the specific anion being studied.
The VSF spectral results were shown to be extremely sensitive to chemical
impurities so great care was taken to eliminate any effects from these. CC14 (~99.9%+,
Chromosolv HPLC grade) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and then distilled twice
before use in any experiments. All salts used were also purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
(99.0% Sigma Ultra grade). Although a high grade purity, using the salts as purchased
resulted in inconsistent spectral results as well as peaks in the VSF spectra at ~2850-3000
cm-
1indicating the presence of organic, surface active impurities. The salts were
therefore baked in an oven at 2200 for ~12 hours prior to use. The resulting spectra were
very consistent and free of any peaks in the CH stretching region. Water used in these
experiments came from a Nanopure II filtering system (Barnstead) with an ~17.9 MQ cm
resistivity. Fresh salt solutions were prepared every day of data collection. All glassware
used in addition to the sample cell components were cleaned in NoChromix dissolved in
concentrated sulfuric acid, and then rinsed copiously with the Nanopure filtered water.
Due to lower aqueous solubility at room temperature, the Na2S04 solutions were
sonicated prior to use.
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Results for the CC14-Salt Solution Interface
Figure 6.1 presents spectra of 1.2M NaX (x=cr, Br-, N03-, SOlO) solutions at the
interface with CC14. In each panel, the spectrum in color(grey) is of the CC14-salt
solution interface while the neat CC14-water spectrum is shown in black for comparison.
First, it is obvious that the presence of the ions has a clear effect on the interfacial
structure such that the resulting spectra are different than the neat spectrum. More
specifically, the spectra of the different solutions, all with the same cation, show
markedly different behavior in comparison both to each other and to the neat CC14-water
spectrum.
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Figure 6.1 VSF spectra of the CCl4 - NaX interface where X = (Cr, B{, N03-, SOlO) The salts are at bulk
concentrations of 1.2 M.
For the Na+ solutions of monovalent ions (Cr, Br-, N03-) the trend is a decrease in
intensity below ~3600 cm- l with little to no change in the intensity of the free OH peak.
However, the degree of intensity decrease differs for each anion solution. Beginning
with the spectrum of the CCl4-NaCl(aq) interface, shown in the green trace, there is the
most change in comparison to the neat spectrum seen in the decrease of the more strongly
bonded or tetrahedral peak around 3200 em-I. There is also a slight decrease in the more
weakly bonded, or donor OH, peak around 3500 cm-I but to a lesser extent. The
spectrum of the CCl4-NaBr(aq) shown in blue exhibits a similar overall shape to the NaCl
spectrum. The decrease in the tetrahedral peak is to a similar intensity but the decrease in
the donor OH peak is greater for NaBr in comparison to that of NaCl. In comparison the
spectrum of the CCl4-NaN03(aq), shown in red, exhibits the greatest change in comparison
to the neat CCl4-water spectrum. Again the tetrahedral peak intensity is similar for
NaN03 in comparison to the NaCl and NaBr spectra. However the donor OH region has
very little intensity, with no defined peak structure detectable.
In contrast to the trend for the spectra ofthe NaCl, NaBr, and NaN03 solutions,
which show decreases in both the more strongly and weakly bonded OH portions of the
VSF spectra, the spectrum of the CCl4-NazS04(aq) interface shows an increase in intensity
for both regions. Displayed in the purple trace in Figure 6.1, one can see that in
comparison to the neat CCl4-water spectrum there is significant enhancement in the
intensity for both the tetrahedral peak around 3200 cm-I and in the higher energy donor
OH peak between ~3400-3600 em-I.
For all the spectra shown in Figure 6.1, the common cation was Na+. To examine
the role of the counter ion on the structure of the water, solutions with the same anions
were made substituting K+ for Na+ as the counterion. The results are shown in Figure
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6.2. When the spectra of the same concentration and the same anion are compared, the
same trends are observed. Spectra ofCr and Bf, both with Na+ and K+, show decreases
in the intensity below 3600 cm- I with the extent of decrease greater for Bf compared to
cr. Again in contrast are the spectra of the Na2S04 solutions, which display an increase
in intensity for solutions with both cations.
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Figure 6.2 Comparison of the VSF spectra for the CC14-salt(aq) interfaces with Na+ and K+ as the cations
The trends outlined above were also shown to be concentration dependent. Figure
6.3 shows how the intensities ofthe different spectral regions are affected by the presence
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of several concentrations of the different anions. The value for the neat CCl4-water
spectrum is given by the horizontal, dashed, black line for comparison. Intensity values
are taken from the Na+ solution data but for the same concentration of salts with K+ as the
cation, the results were identical within experimental error.
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Figure 6.3 Plots ofVSFS Intensity versus bulk salt concentration for the three main spectral regions at
3200 cm'l, 3500 cm'l, and the free OH at 3665 em'l. The black dotted line shows values for the neat CCI4-
water interface for comparison.
Beginning with the monovalent ions, it is evident from both the plots of the peaks
at 3200 and 3500 cm'l that, upon addition of these salts, there are decreases in the peak
intensities. For the top plot showing the intensities of the 3200 cm-l tetrahedral peak,
they show very similar values. In fact for the lowest bulk concentration the spectra of the
different solutions have almost identical intensities for this peak. As the bulk
concentrations are increased, the spectral peak decreases at a similar rate for the different
solutions as well. In contrast, the bottom left plot that shows intensities for the donor OH
peak at 3500 cm-l presents more distinctly different effects by the different salt solutions.
The NaCl data points decrease relatively slowly as the bulk concentration increases
whereas the decrease for the NaBr spectra values is significantly steeper and even more
so for the NaN03 spectra values, i.e. with increased concentration ofNaBr and NaN03
there is a more drastic decrease in intensity for this spectral region in comparison to
NaCl. For the Na2S04 spectra, the concentration range is smaller and only composed of
two data points due to limits of solubility. However, the trend is still apparent that upon
addition of Na2S04 the spectra show an increase in intensity for both spectral regions.
The bottom right panel of Figure 6.3 shows the bulk concentration dependence ofthe free
OH intensity. In contrast to the clear bulk concentration dependent trends seen for the
two plots on the left side of the figure, these data points show no clear trend for the ions
studied, with deviations away from the neat CCl4-water values all being mainly within
the experimental errors. The free OH thus exhibits no significant change with the
addition of these added salts.
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Discussion of the Anions at the CC14-Water Interface
The addition of ions to the aqueous phase causes distinct changes to the VSF
spectra in comparison to the neat spectrum. Although the ions themselves are not being
probed spectroscopically, the changes to the OH stretching region can nevertheless
convey a great deal about what is happening within the interface. Very generally, the
first conclusion is that ions are present within the interfacial region and significantly
perturb it to give the resulting spectra. This is an important determination, albeit simple,
in light of the evolving picture of ion behavior at interfaces. Additionally, from the
comparison of spectra using both K+ and Na+ salts of the same anions, shown in Figure
6.2, it can be concluded that the anions are primarily responsible for the spectral changes.
This is consistent with previous studies that have indicated the smaller, less polarizable
cations-are most often present closer to the bulk region of the aqueous phase and would
therefore have less effect within the interfacial region. 1-3 The focus will therefore be on
how the four anions cr, Bf, N03-, and S042- affect the structure of the water molecules to
change the overall picture ofthe liquid-liquid interface.
The discussion will begin with the monovalent ions. The presence of these ions
in the interfacial region clearly alters the way interfacial water molecules behave as
manifested in these spectral changes. In particular, for the monovalent ions, the result is
a decrease in the VSFS intensity. As described in Chapter II, there can be two apparent
contributing factors for these intensity changes which are (l) a change in the number of
contributing water bonded species in their corresponding spectral region, and (2) a
change in orientation of various water bonded species relative to the surface normal. The
first effect comes from the fact that VSFS intensity is proportional to the number density,
N. The latter arises from the dependence of the VSFS response on molecular orientation
through the molecular hyperpolarizability values, (3, and consequently through X~2) •
When the water molecules are in a more random configuration, their direction dipoles
will cancel to a certain degree leading to a lower value for the orientationally averaged (3
value and therefore a decrease in X~2) •
For further insight into the molecular reasons behind the spectral trends,
comparisons can be made to the air-water interface for which similar experiments have
been conducted. The NaCl and NaBr spectra were taken by Dr. Elizabeth Raymond13
and the Na2S04 spectra were taken by Dr. Teresa Tarbuck l2 This comparison is shown
in Figure 6.4. It displays the VSF spectra ofthe CC14-salt(aq) interfaces with air-salt(aq)
spectra of similar bulk concentration taken from previous studies done in our research
group.l2,13 The results for the monovalent ions at the organic liquid-liquid interface is
distinctly different than what we and other laboratories observe for these ions at the air-
water interface using VSFS. 13-l5 The air-salt spectra show that the presence of the
monovalent ions results in a increase ofVSFS intensity in the 3200 cm-l region, and an
almost negligible change in the weaker bonded 3500 - 3600 cm-l region. 13 This is in
sharp contrast to the measurable decrease in intensity found for these anions at the CC14-
water interface throughout the spectral regions. The small increases observed at the air-
water interface upon addition of these salts has been attributed mostly to the ions
widening the interfacial region further into the aqueous bulk water resulting in increased
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VSF spectral intensity. This has been observed both by experimental 13, IS, 16 as well as
computational methods.2, 17
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Figure 6.4 Comparison of the VSF spectra of different ions at the air-water and CCl4-water interfaces
The unique nature of the organic-water interface must be responsible for this difference
in ion behavior for these two interfaces. The interaction present between the two liquids
facilitates the adsorption of anions into the organic-water interface differently relative to
the air-water interface. What is known from evidence from experimental and
computational efforts by both our laboratory and others indicates that the neat CCl4-water
interface consists of water molecules with a relatively high degree of orientational
ordering. 18-21 This is true in particular for the topmost region of the interface where the
water molecules adopt specific orientations due to their contact with the organic phase, in
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this case the non-polar liquid CCI4• Calculations suggest that the combination of the
orientational ordering of the water and the organic together lead to an electric field across
the interfacial region. IS, 19 This resulting field would then have an influence on charged
species in the aqueous phase.
With this picture in mind, the effect that the presence of the different anions has
on different physical regions of the interface is particularly interesting. If the
accumulation of ions within the interface were simply an electrostatic effect, then all the
monovalent ions should have the same spectral results. This is actually what is observed,
in part, as shown in the top, left plot of Figure 6.3. When the bulk monovalent anion
concentration is increased, the intensity around 3200 cm- I decreases in a nearly identical
manner for all the ions. The interfacial field is screened by the presence of these ions
resulting in fewer of these more strongly bonded water molecules that reside somewhat
deeper in the interface being oriented by the field. This manifests as a reduction in VSF
spectral response. This is the region most commonly found to exhibit effects due to a
reduction in interfacial field. 22
The water molecules that reside more in the topmost interfacial region and
undergo weaker bonding interactions show greater sensitivity to the characteristics of the
different ions, and to a much higher degree than observed for the air-water interface. In
this region, at a given concentration, the monovalent ions can be ranked according to
their ability to decrease the VSFS intensity in the 3500 cm- I region as shown in the
bottom left plot of Figure 6.3: cr < Bf < N03-. This trend follows the size of the ions,
with cr being the smallest and N03- the largest. cr is also the least polarizable with
N03- and Bf calculated to have similar polarizabilites.2,23 These VSF spectral trends are
attributed to the differences in the degrees of penetration of the ions into the topmost
interfacial region. MD studies by Wick and Dang of halide ions at the CCl4-water
interface also show that larger and more polarizable ions have a higher presence at this
interface. 8 The higher polarizability of the larger ions results in their higher
concentration at the interface. The overall consequences of the ions' presence are a
narrower interfacial region, disruption of ordering, and a displacement of water
molecules in the topmost water layers, which reduce the number of contributing water
molecules, N, and lower the average f3 thereby reducing the VSFS intensity.
Interfacial sol- also alters the water bonding character at the CCl4-water
interface but in an opposite trend than what is observed for the monovalent ions
throughout the spectral region. This different behavior is attributed to the higher charge
of the S042-ion, which makes it more energetically favorable for it to be found deeper
within the interfacial region. This has also been observed computationally at the air-
water interface.24 Experimental VSF spectral trends given in Figure 6.4 for air-water are
similar to CCl4-water for the case of the Na2S04 solutions. These spectral trends indicate
that the presence of S042- within the interfacial region causes a higher degree of water
orientation relative to the interface normal and no reduction in the depth of oriented water
molecules that is observed for the monovalent anions. This behavior would result in an
increase in VSFS intensity throughout the spectral region as observed.
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Conclusions
This chapter presents a surface spectroscopic study of simple inorganic salt
solutions (NaC!, NaBr, NaN03 and Na2S04) adjacent to liquid CCl4in order to
experimentally probe the behavior of simple inorganic ions at the organic liquid-aqueous
solution interface and the their effect on interfacial molecular structure. These studies
show that the anions from the salt solutions are indeed present within the interfacial
region. Their presence is found to significantly alter the molecular bonding and
orientation of water at the interface.
The experimental results reported in this chapter are very different than what has
been seen in previous VSFS studies of salt solutions at the surface of air. Explanation of
the different spectral trends in response to the presence of the same bulk concentrations
of the same ions is found in the unique nature of the weak interactions between the
organic phase and water that influences the adsorption and interactions of ions within the
liquid-liquid interface. These interactions result in an average net orientation of the water
molecules whose dipoles are oriented such that an electric field is created across this very
narrow region of the interface. This field promotes the existence of ions within the
region of the interface. For the monovalent anions studied, cr, Br-, and N03-, the
accumulation of the ions into the interfacial region screen the field causing a reduction of
the orientating force on interfacial water molecules and a narrower interfacial region. For
SO/-, the trend is opposite that ofthe monovalent ions. Due to the higher charge, SO/-
tends to remain more highly solvated and thus to reside further away from the interface
where its presence actually causes additional orientation of interfacial water molecules
that results in an increase in VSFS intensity that is contrast to the other ions studied.
The results of these spectroscopic studies further the understanding of water at
hydrophobic surfaces and ions at aqueous surfaces. In particular, they illuminate the
importance of the non-aqueous phase in the behavior of ions at interfaces and the role
that polarizability, charge, and polarity of this non-aqueous phase will all play in the
adsorption and interaction of ions within the interfacial region. Understanding the
importance of how the ions respond not only to the surrounding solvating water
molecules but also to the forces present from the non-aqueous moieties has important
implications in many processes including ion transport across a membrane, groundwater
contaminated by organic solvents, and even chemical synthesis at organic liquid-water
interfaces.
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CHAPTER VII
EFFECTS OF PH AT THE ORGANIC LIQUID-WATER INTERFACE
This chapter presents experiments employing vibrational sum-frequency
spectroscopy (VSFS) to examine the effect of hydrogen and hydroxide ions on the water
structure at the organic liquid-water interface. Solutions ofHCl and NaOH were used to
elucidate how water molecules adjacent to the non-polar liquid CCl4 respond to changes
in pH. The interfacial water structure changed significantly at the extremes of the pH
scale, below pH 2 and above pH 10. These effects are similar to those seen in analogous
experiments at the air-water interface showing that the water-like ions have very different
interfacial behavior than was observed for charges species such as simple salts or small
concentrations of surfactants.
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Introduction
Interest in acidic and basic aqueous solutions stems from their importance in
many processes, such as how proton solvation affects transport in biological systems.
This has prompted numerous studies to better understand the structure and bonding of
these solutions, most of which have been done primarily in the bulk. 1-6 Recently, interest
in how the acid and base products of water, H+ and OK, are adsorbed at interfaces has
begun to receive a great deal of attention. Experimental investigations using non-linear
surface selective spectroscopies, VSFS7-14 and second harmonic generation (SHG)15, in
addition to many computational efforts l6-24 have greatly aided in furthering the
understanding of these aqueous surfaces. A general agreement amongst most of these
studies is that H+ (or the solvated form H30+) is found to be present amongst the top
layers ofthe interface whereas the behavior of OK is not as clear. It does not appear to
accumulate at the interface and may actually be repelled from the surface. One exception
to these conclusions is for the theoretical system comprised of a rigid solid phase adjacent
to the aqueous solution. Studies of these interfaces by simulation show some
accumulation of OK and also for solvated H+. 19, 23, 24
The focus thus far, both experimentally and computationally, has been almost
exclusively on the air-water interface, along with some attention paid to the solid-water
interfaces. Only a few MD simulations have broached the subject of the nature ofthese
ions at liquid-liquid interfaces.23, 25 As shown in the studies discussed in Chapter VI
regarding simple ions at the CCl4-water interface, the unique structure of the surface
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defined by the interactions of liquid organic molecules with water can result in very
different ion adsorption behavior. In addition, the liquid-liquid environment is more
similar in nature to that of a solvated cell making it a more realistic model for interfacial
study that can be applied to more biological systems.
The goal of the experiments presented in this chapter is to understand how acidic
and basic solutions affect the water structure at the organic liquid-water interface. With a
detailed picture of the neat interface already established, the influence ofH+ and OK will
be examined by VSFS studies of the OH stretching region ofthe CCl4-water interface.
The spectral results of the interface ofCCl4 adjacent to solutions ofHCI and NaOH are
compared to those obtained for simple inorganic ions to show that H+ and OH- are
responsible for the trends observed here. The discussion also incorporates a comparison
between the liquid-liquid and air-water results in addition to pertinent simulations studies.
Experimental Considerations
The experiments presented here used the picosecond laser system described in
Chapter III. Beam energies used in the current experiments are 80 ,"",J and ~200-250 ,"",J
for the visible and IR beams respectively. Beam angles were chosen to maintain a TIR
geometry of the visible beam for all concentrations ofHCI and NaOH used in the
aqueous solutions: 69.5° and 75° from the interface normal for the visible and IR beams
respectively. Multiple spectra of each interface were taken and averaged to achieve an
acceptable signal to noise level. Spectra ofthe same pH concentrations were taken on
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multiple days to assure reproducibility. A neat CC14-water spectrum was taken at the
beginning and end of each day that pH data was collected in order to estimate
fluctuations in intensity from day to day, as well as assure no contamination effects.
The VSF spectral results were shown to be extremely sensitive to chemical
impurities so great care was taken to eliminate any effects from these. CC14 (~99.9%+,
Chromosolv HPLC grade) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and then distilled twice
before use in any experiments. The HCl and NaOH were also both purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich. The HCl was A.C.S. reagent grade, 37%, and was used from the bottle
for making the acidic solutions. NaOH pellets, 99.998% metals basis purity, were used
for the basic experiments. Although a high grade purity, using the NaOH as purchased
resulted in inconsistent spectral results as well as giving VSF spectra resembling those
taken of small concentrations of surfactants, indicating the presence of organic, surface
active impurities in the NaOH. The NaOH pellets were therefore baked in an oven at
2200 for ~12 hours prior to use. The spectra using the baked NaOH were very consistent
and showed no signs of organic contamination. Water used to make the solutions for
these experiments came from a Nanopure II filtering system (Barnstead) with a ~17.9
MQ cm resistivity. Fresh solutions of acid or base were prepared every day of data
collection. The pH was tested before use to assure the correct pH of each of the
solutions. All glassware used in addition to the sample cell components were cleaned in
NoChromix dissolved in concentrated sulfuric acid, and then rinsed copiously with the
Nanopure filtered water.
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Results for HCI and NaOH at the CCI4-Water Interface
Figure 7.1 shows the spectra taken at low pH by adding HCI to the aqueous phase.
The black traces in each plot show the neat CCl4-water spectrum for comparison. At the
lowest concentration, pH 1, there is increased spectral intensity within most of the OH
stretching region. This occurs for both the more strongly and more weakly bonded water
regions around 3200 cm-1 and 3500 cm- 1, respectively. With further addition of HCI, the
spectra of solutions with pH 0.5 and 0.1 adjacent to CCl4follow this same trend with
additional increases in VSFS intensity throughout the OH stretching spectral region. The
free OH oscillator modes in the spectra of Figure 7.1 show only a slight increase in
intensity for the lowest pH (highest HCI concentration). VSF spectra that were acquired
of solutions having pH = 2 - 5 are not shown here but they did not show any significant
changes in comparison to the neat CCl4-water spectrum.
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Figure 7.1 VSF spectra of low pH solutions made with additions ofHCI at the interface with CCI4• The
red traces are the pH data and the black traces are the neat CCl4-water interface spectra.
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In order to assure that the spectral changes are indeed due to effects from H+ and
not cr present from addition of the acid, Figure 7.2 presents the spectra of CCl4 at the
interface with the pH 1 solution and spectra of solutions of NaCI and KCI, at ~1 Min
concentration. In all three of these plots, the black trace is the neat CCl4-water spectrum
for comparison. It is evident from Figure 7.2 that addition of cr salts causes a decrease
in intensity in the spectral region below the free OB. In contrast, for this same spectral
region, there is an increase in VSFS intensity observed when HCI is added to the aqueous
phase.
This opposite behavior provides evidence that the trends seen in Figure 7.1 are
due to effects of H+ on the water structure from the dissociation of the acid and not the
Cr. In addition, the similarities in spectra for the solutions ofNaCI and KCI spectra, in
addition to the other salts shown in previous studies presented in Chapter VI, indicate that
these cations do not affect the interface significantly. The experiments for NaOH,
presented below, assume that all changes to the water structure come from the presence
of OK and not Na+.
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Figure 7.2 Comparison ofVSF spectra taken for ~ I M solutions ofNaCI, and KCI and pH I (HCI) to
demonstrate the differences in effects from the ions H+ and Cr. The traces in color are for the solutions and
the black traces show the neat CCl4-water spectrum for comparison.
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Spectra of the high pH range were also acquired by adding NaOH to the aqueous
phase. These spectra are shown in Figure 7.3 with the neat CCl4-water spectrum shown
in each plot in black for comparison. For these basic solutions, the trend is the opposite
that of the acidic solutions. Additions ofHCI shown in Figure 7.1 caused an increase in
VSFS intensity for frequencies below the free OH mode. With added NaOH, bulk
solutions above pH 10 show a decrease in intensity is seen across the entire spectral
region below 3600 em-I. The spectrum for pH 6 is shown to demonstrate that the spectra
acquired at intermediate concentrations of both HCI and NaOH do not exhibit any
differences in comparison to the neat CCl4-water interface spectrum. As more base is
added to the aqueous phase, the decrease in intensity becomes more apparent both for the
more highly coordinated water region (3200 em-I) and the weaker bonded region (3500
em-I). As was observed for the spectra of HCI, there are no significant changes observed
for the free OH modes for these spectra.
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Figure 7.3 VSF spectra of high pH solutions made with additions of NaOH at the interface with CCI4. The
grey traces are the pH data and the black traces are the neat CCl4-water interface spectra.
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Discussion: pH Effects at the CC14- Water Interface
The addition of HCl and NaOH to the aqueous phase causes distinct changes to
the VSF spectra in comparison to the neat CC14-water spectrum indicating there are
significant changes in the molecular behavior of water molecules within the interfacial
region. The comparison of spectra for both NaCl and KCl in comparison to HCl, shown
in Figure 7.2 show that the salt solutions of cr have very different behavior than the acid
at the interface with CC14• From these observations, it is assumed that H+ and OR" are
primarily responsible for the spectral changes that are observed in Figures 7.1 and 7.3.
These ions will therefore be the focus of this discussion. This is consistent with previous
studies that have indicated the smaller, less polarizable ions have little effect on the water
structure within the interfacial region.26-28
Beginning with Figure 7.1, as the acidity of the aqueous phase is increased, the
intensity is observed to increase throughout the OH stretching region below the free OH
mode. There can be several factors that contribute to the increase in VSFS intensity, as is
described in Chapter II. The possibilities are changes both to the number of contributing
water bonded species in their corresponding spectral region and in orientation of various
water bonded species relative to the surface normal which will contribute more or less
given the chosen ssp beam geometry. These come from the relationships between
number density, N, and the molecular hyperpolarizability values, [3, with the non-linear
susceptibility X~2) and the VSFS intensity. Greater values of N and water molecules in
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more oriented configurations, greater average f3, will both lead to increases in VSFS
intensity.
While it is difficult to distinguish between the contributing factors to the observed
increasing VSFS intensity, both possibilities are likely responsible for these results. With
acid added to the aqueous phase of the interface, strong electrostatic interactions take
place between H+ and the surrounding water molecules. This leads to solvated proton
species and can also induce further orientation of the water molecules deeper into the
bulk phase. With increases in intensity across the spectral region, this indicates that the
effects of H+ reach water molecules in the topmost layer of the interface.
This same picture has been observed at the air-water interface by VSFS
experiments done in our laboratory by Dr. Teresa Tarbuck and Stephanie Ota9 that
incorporate isotopic dilution and spectral fitting as well as earlier VSFS experiments of
acid at the air interface. B , 14 In addition to the experimental findings, computational VSF
spectra for acid solutions at the interface with air have been done by two independent
research groups. IS, 29 Their findings corroborate the conclusions that increases in
intensity observed in for the VSF spectra are accounted for by enhanced orientation of
water molecules in contact with the solvated protons as well as the oriented solvated
protons themselves. Figure 7.4 shows the similar spectral results obtained both at
aqueous interfaces in the presence of HeI. With such similar VSFS results observed, it is
likely that the same fundamental interactions are taking place between the water and H+
IOns.
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Figure 7.4 VSF spectra comparing low pH results for the air-water (top) and CCl4-water (bottom)
interfaces. The air-water data was taken from Reference 9.
The spectral features for HCl at the interface with CC14 are also somewhat similar
to those found for Na2S04 solutions. The stronger interactions between water and the
divalent sol ions also result in increased orientation of water molecules as evidenced
by the increase in VSFS intensity. However, one difference is that the acidic spectra
show greater intensity increase in the lower frequency and more strongly bonded spectral
region around 3200 em-I. This could be due to contributions from the solvated protons
that have been shown to have their stretching frequencies around this lower frequency
OH region according to bulk IR studies.30-32
The spectra for the basic solutions show a distinct decrease in intensity throughout
the entire spectral region below ~3600 em-I. This is the opposite behavior than was
observed for the spectra of the acidic solutions indicating very different effects for OR
observed for the spectra of the acidic solutions indicating very different effects for OH-
on the local water environment compared to H+. The decrease in intensity with
increasing pH is attributed to a disruption of water ordering, and a displacement of water
molecules in the topmost water layers, which reduce the number of contributing water
molecules, N, and lower the average fHhereby reducing the VSFS intensity. The spectra
ofNaOH solutions have similar trends as the small, inorganic ions. The spectra shown in
Figure 7.3 resemble those of the ~1 M Br- solutions, which were also concluded to reduce
molecular orientation and interfacial width of the water phase. Like the solutions of Hel,
the spectra of solutions at high bulk pH values are similar both at the liquid-liquid and
air-water interfaces. Figure 7.5 displays the spectra for both of these systems for
companson.
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Figure 7.5 VSF spectra comparing solutions of high bulk pH at the air-water (top) and CC14-water (bottom)
interfaces. The data for the air-water interface spectra are taken from Reference 9.
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It is interesting to note that the behaviors of the acidic and basic solutions are so
similar for both aqueous interfaces shown in Figures 7.4 and 7.5. Though the
increase(decrease) of the different spectral regions for low(high) pH solutions is not
identical for the different interfaces, the trends are the same. This was not observed for
the experiments of small inorganic ions shown in Chapter VI. Clearly the ion products
from water, H+ and OK, incorporate themselves differently within the interfacial
environment than other charged species. This is not surprising given the dynamic
aqueous phase environment where they have the unique ability to undergo proton transfer
processes with surrounding water molecules. The comparisons further prove the
importance of considering the identity and characteristics of the adsorbates when
developing theoretical models regarding charged species at interfaces.
The Debate Over OK Versus H+ at Interfaces
With the increased attention being paid to pH effects at surfaces, a debate has
emerged in the literature regarding the conclusions of what ionic water species are found
within the interfacial region.22, 33, 34 This is largely due to conclusions drawn from
experiments analyzing potential measurements of bubbles and oil droplets.35-39 To
generally summarize one of these types of experiments most relevant to the current VSFS
experiments, oil-in-water emulsions are made without the presence of surfactants at
specific pH and ionic strength conditions usually with the use of HCI, NaOH, and NaCl.
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The two phases are mixed either by rapid stirring using a homogenizer or heating to form
the droplets, which coalesce to relatively stable emulsions around 1 flill in size. An
external electric field is applied across the system and the particles are observed to move
with some velocity related to the magnitude of the field, which is measured in units of
velocity per electric field, i.e. electrophoretic mobility. These measurements are then
related to the surface potential with respect to the bulk phase. Because the particles are
measured to have increasingly negative mobilities correlating with pH, it is concluded
that OK is preferentially adsorbing to the interface, a clear contrast to the conclusions
derived from recent spectroscopic and simulation studies.
In an effort to reconcile these differences, one intriguing simulation paper recently
looked not at the adsorption of the ions but at the origin for the movement and charge of
oil-in-water droplets under an applied potential.25 The authors ofthis study found that by
simulating a potential, these heptane in water droplets actually moved without any ions
being present in the simulation. This calls into question the conclusions of the zeta
potential measurements, namely that the charge of the particle due to OK adsorption is
what causes the mobility ofthe droplets. From the simulation data, they also calculate
the dipolar ordering of water adjacent to heptane with respect to the interface normal.
The charge from this ordering results in a potential at the interface. The applied external
field then interacts with this local field set up by the oriented water molecules, which the
authors attribute to the movement of the droplets.
As shown in the VSF spectra of non-polar organic liquid-water interfaces, there is
a significant degree of orientation of the water molecules in response to their interactions
with the hydrophobic phase.40,41 The orientation and subsequent potential across the
interface has also been replicated in MD simulations of the neat interfaces previously.42,
43 However, the conclusion that the field present at the interface is solely responsible for
the movement of these droplets still seems at odds with the potential measurements given
the VSFS data shown in this chapter. The potential measurements show that with
increased pH, the zeta potential increases (becomes more negative) within the
approximate range of pH 3 - 9.35,39 The VSF spectra shown in Figures 7.1 and 7.3 show
that only outside this pH range is the water structure significantly changed by the addition
of acid or base. If water orientation were primarily responsible for the movement of the
droplets, then an increase in orientation, or number of orientated molecules that occurs
with the acidic solutions should cause a greater electrostatic interaction and an increase in
measured potential. This is not what is observed when the results shown in Figure 7.1 are
considered in light of the potential measurements.35 Addition ofHCl results in intensity
enhancement throughout the water bonded regions due, at least in part, to increased
orientation of the water molecules toward the surface normal. However, when the pH is
decreased in the experimental droplet studies35, the potential measurements decrease
towards the isoelectric point. This suggests that the mechanism for droplet movement
cannot be fully explained by the orientation of the water molecules at the organic
interface. As discussed in previous chapters, the strength ofVSFS as an experimental
tool is its surface specificity. It has already been used to show that the air-water
interface9 is most sensitive the adsorption of solvated H+ over OR, which has greatly
aided the discussion between communities regarding the debate described above. The
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results shown for the CC14-water interface also further the understanding regarding this
debate.
Conclusions
Experiments in this chapter investigate the effects of altering the pH of the
aqueous phase adjacent to the non-polar organic liquid CC14 by addition ofHCl or
NaOH. Through examination of the OH stretching region, the effects of the ions H+ and
OK on the water orientation and bonding were examined within the liquid-liquid
interfacial environment. Their presence was shown to cause significant changes to the
aqueous phase structure at the extremes of the pH scale.
Comparison of the spectral results for acidic and basic solutions to other
interfacial systems reveals interesting information regarding the nature of the water
dissociation ions. When compared to similar spectra acquired at the air-water interface,
VSF spectra for H+ and OH- at the liquid-liquid interface showed the same trends. This is
quite different than what was observed for the inorganic ions, which showed opposite
trends at the CC14-water interface in comparison to the air-water interface spectra. The
ability of the water product ions to be solvated differently than other ions and possibly
their abilities to exchange protons with surround water molecules likely contribute to the
different behavior than what was observed for the inorganic ions.
The VSFS studies presented here and specifically the comparisons between
results at different interfaces further illustrate the emerging picture of the behavior of
different types of ions and charged species at interfaces. In particular the identity of the
charged species and how it interacts with the surrounding water molecules largely
determine its behavior within the interfacial region. Considering charge alone, as do
some theoretical models, is not sufficient to describe interfacial phenomena. The
parameters of the non-aqueous phase, the charged species, and how both of these interact
with water all playa collective role in the resulting effects at the interface. This
understanding has important implications when extending the interfacial models to more
complex systems and will allow for more realistic results.
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSIONS
At first glance, the liquid-liquid interface appears to be a simple system. It is,
anyway, comprised of only two immiscible liquids. In order to understand the system,
there are some basic questions that can be asked. For example: Does the interface go
abruptly from one liquid phase to another, or is there a degree of mixing between the
two? How does the structural environment at the junction where the molecules from the
two liquids interact differ with respect to the bulk environments? How far do these
interactions extend into either phase? Will solutes accumulate within this environment
differently than the bulk? These questions are at the crux of some of the aspects of the
surface such as interfacial roughness, width, anisotropic orientation distributions, and
adsorption being investigated currently using state-of-the-art experimentall -9 and
computational,o-14 approaches.
Upon closer examination there are still quite a few unknowns regarding the very
thin boundary where these two liquids meet. The VSFS experiments in each of the
Chapters V, VI, and VII were done to provide answers to some ofthese important and
unanswered questions. Through examination of the aqueous phase under different
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conditions, insight was gained into the molecular bonding and orientation of the water
molecules, as well as their interactions with the organic liquid phase.
As the polarity of the organic liquid is increased, the interaction between it and
water increases. This interaction disrupts the highly structured aqueous layer present at
non-polar liquid-water interfaces. The result of increased interactions between the liquids
is less orientation ofthe water molecules within the interface. Water molecules are also
more likely to be found on the organic side of the dividing surface of the interface when
the organic liquid has a greater polar nature.
The behavior of ions at the liquid-liquid interface is governed by several factors
including the specific ions characteristics and the nature ofthe interface. The unique
interaction between the organic liquid and the aqueous phase causes some ions to affect
the water structure very differently in comparison to results seen at the air-water
interface. The highly oriented water molecules create a potential across the liquid-liquid
interfacial region that attracts the ions. The presence ofthe monovalent ions cr, Br-, and
N03- result in a decrease of water ordering and a decrease in interfacial width. The larger
and more polarizable N03- is most able to cause this effect due, most likely, to its greater
concentration at the interface. These monovalent ion trends are opposite to that obtained
by analogous air-water studies. The more highly charged sol- has the opposite effect as
the monovalent ions and actually enhances the ordering of the interfacial water
molecules. Water dissociation ions H+ and OR behave somewhat differently than the
monovalent and divalent inorganic ions. Solvated H+ causes ordering of the surrounding
interfacial water molecules while OH-results in the disordering of the interface. These
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trends are also observed at the air-water interface. Taken together, these studies provide
a great deal of understanding regarding the emerging picture of ion behavior at interfaces
revealing how complex the interfacial environment is.
Since Benjamin Franklin pondered the interactions between oil and water over
two centuries ago, considerable progress has been made towards the understanding of
hydrophobic-aqueous interfaces through the advances made in experimental, theoretical,
and computational investigative approaches. The potential for application of liquid-
liquid interfaces has been realized in the areas of synthesis l5, l6 and nanopartic1e l7
formation with the promise of others ahead in the near future. This has been possible
because of the growing body of knowledge regarding the fundamental aspects of the
organic liquid-water interface. As Charles Tanford writes, "no good scientist wants to
build on a foundation of shifting sand."l8 The research efforts presented in this
dissertation contribute to laying the solid foundation for a greater understanding of the
unique liquid-liquid interface.
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APPENDIX
FITTING RESULTS FOR THE NEAT ORGANIC LIQUID-WATER SPECTRA
The following table summarizes the fitting results to the neat CCl4-water and
chloroform-water interfacial vibrational sum-frequency spectra discussed in chapter V.
CCl4 Chloroform
Donor Free Donor Free weakly
coordinated OH OH coordinated OH OH bonded
Amplitude 0.252 0.349 1.43 0.269 0.364 0.925 0.23
Phase
(radians) 0 3.14 0 0 3.14 0 0
Frequency 3450 3669 3530 3645 3594(cm'I) 3240 (+/- 10) (+/- 15) (+/- 2) 3240 (+/- 10) (+/- 16) (+/- 2) (+/-2)
Lorentzian
Width
(cm'l) 5 5 12 5 5 12 5
Gaussian
Width
(cm'l) 200 95 11 233 109 15 12
Table A.I Parameters used to fIt the CCl4-water and chloroform-water VSF spectra discussed III chapter V
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